accessible beauty

WoodWorks® Access Ceiling Systems feature a warm, sophisticated visual with full downward accessibility — perfect for signature spaces that define a college campus. Choose from flat, radial, and curved designs in a variety of sizes, finishes, and acoustical perforations for the perfect blend of form and function. FSC®-certified panels are available containing 100% biobased content that’s certified by the USDA BioPreferred® program. Visit our website to learn more about the accessible beauty of WoodWorks Access. armstrong.com/woodworks 1 877 ARMSTRONG
PRODUCT: WoodWorks® Access Custom Curved Ceiling in Stained Red Oak
BUILDING: University of Tennessee, Neyland Stadium, Knoxville, TN
ARCHITECT: McCarty Holsapple McCarty Architects & Interior Designers, Knoxville, TN
Engineered—to work together

Only one company can provide fully integrated building envelopes. If a building envelope is supposed to end up as one unified system—why cobble it together with disparate parts? Our curtain wall, windows, storefronts, skylights and glass are designed, engineered, tested and manufactured by the same company. Why? It makes buildings better. It saves you time. It reduces your risk. It just makes sense. So why doesn’t every manufacturer do it? They can’t. There’s only one Building Envelope Company.™ Call 1-866-Oldcastle (653-2278) or visit us online at oldcastlebe.com.
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It'll change the way you look at neutral glass.

Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc. | Cradle to Cradle Certified™ is a certification mark of MBDC.
Introducing Solarban® 67 glass. A crisp, vibrant neutral glass that stands out from the crowd. For a sample, call 1-888-PPG-IDEA or visit ppgideascapes.com/sb67.
BRINGING REMARKABLE PERFORMANCE TO THE WINSPEAR OPERA HOUSE.

Designed as a 21st-century reinterpretation of the traditional opera house, the Margot and Bill Winspear Opera House in Dallas presented many unique design and performance challenges. VT was up to the part, manufacturing architectural wood doors that delivered superior acoustics, enhanced fire ratings, and showstopping custom beauty.

Many of the 3-inch-thick doors were fire rated for 90 minutes

2- and 3-inch-thick doors met the theatre's heightened acoustic requirements
As the only building officially on memorial grounds, the National September 11 Memorial Museum Pavilion must echo the somber dignity of its WTC environs while admitting thousands of visitors to its exhibits each day. To achieve these diverse goals, Snahetta teamed with consultant Front Inc. to design an enclosure that both maximizes the building’s security and mirrors its placid surroundings. Through the changing days and seasons, it offers museumgoers a setting for reflection on the past while looking to the future.

Transforming design into reality

For help achieving the goals of your next project, contact the Ornamental Metal Institute of New York.

Ornamental Metal Institute of New York
Publisher of Metals in Construction
211 E 43 ST | NY, NY 10017 | 212-697-5554 | www.ornmony.org
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INTRODUCING 1630 SS IR CURTAIN WALL – ELITE IMPACT RESISTANCE FROM KAWNEER

High Performance. Larger Spans. Increased Impact Resistance. Kawneer’s new 1630 SS IR Curtain Wall – an impact resistant 3" sightline curtain wall system – offers an additional line of defense against high winds, heavy rains and hurricanes. Having undergone rigorous testing, our new curtain wall meets increasing design pressure requirements in impact zones and can deliver larger spans. And, screw-spline architecture with both dry and wet glazing options makes the 1630 SS IR easy and fast to install. Kawneer knows how to protect buildings and occupants. 1630 SS IR Curtain Wall is performance under pressure.
A Barrier to Fire. Not Inspiration.

Aluflam

Fire-Rated Aluminum Window And Door Systems

For beauty, the best in safety and design flexibility look to Aluflam. Built to blend effortlessly with non-rated storefront and curtain wall systems, our virtually limitless portfolio includes true extruded aluminum vision doors, windows and glazed walls fire-rated for up to 120 minutes. You’ll see why we’ve become the favorite of architects and installers alike. Aluflam gives you a barrier to fire, not inspiration.
The style, durability and flexibility of Reynobond® composite material is now available in a fresh, modern look that's affordable and easy to install. Small, visible fastener heads allow you to attach Reynobond panels to a single-extrusion rainscreen system—giving façades striking beauty with no caulk joints, while eliminating traditional route-and-return and continuous-edge-grip extrusion systems. From new construction to retrofits, there's simply no better way to add more face value to your project.

To learn more, visit reynobond.com/facefastenedsolution
Project: Peninsula College, Maier Hall
Location: Port Angeles, WA
Architect: Schacht Aslani Architects
Product: Fireframes® Designer Series with Pilkington Pyrostop® glass
The credit goes to Pilkington Pyrostop®. This fire-rated glazing deflects fire, smoke, and heat transfer for up to 2 hours. Listed for use in doors, sidelites, transoms, borrowed lites and wall applications, it's the clear alternative to solid walls. Build your next school project with Pilkington Pyrostop to take care of the student body.

Pilkington Pyrostop

fireglass.com | 800.426.0279

TGP
FIRE RATED
one source. many solutions.
PAC-CLAD® Panels in 31 Energy Star® Colors!

Sustainable materials and eye-catching design. The PAC-CLAD 7.2 Panels offer heavy horizontal shadow lines that are appealing for this LEED® Gold Certified project.

“We selected metal panels to give us the contemporary state-of-the-art look we wanted for the high profile site”

—Tom Norman, Project Manager + Designer with Ebert Norman Brady Architects

See all of our Corrugated Panels at www.PAC-CLAD.com.
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This year’s Innovation Conference will bring together top professionals to discuss critical issues in digital technology as a pervasive force in the design and planning of buildings and cities.

REGISTER NOW & SAVE
RECORDINNOVATION.COM | 800.371.3238 | #ARInnov

Earn 5.5 AIA LUs/HSW
A View with a Room

RECORD looks at how interiors bring the outside in.

THE EXHIBITION Le Corbusier: An Atlas of Modern Landscapes at the Museum of Modern Art in New York (through September 23), explores a provocative theme: that the giant of 20th-century architecture is wrongly categorized as an International Style designer whose “machines for living in,” as he termed them, could be plunked down anywhere. Rather, argue the curators Jean-Louis Cohen and Barry Bergdoll, Le Corbusier was a keen observer of nature and landscapes, which informed almost everything he touched, from the master plan for a city to the design of a single room.

And consider just one such single room. In the early 1950s, Le Corbusier built the Cabanon, a tiny summer cabin for himself and his wife, on a spectacular site overlooking the Monte Carlo Bay in the south of France. The Cabanon was sparsely furnished—there was a bed, a table, a sink—and the glorious view was strictly framed by just one narrow vertical slot and a two-and-a-half-foot square window cut into the rustic log exterior. Almost 30 years earlier, the Swiss-born architect had built the Modernist Villa Le Lac for his aging parents, with its pioneering use of a 36-foot-long ribbon of windows that framed the vista as a horizontal panorama. He even created an outdoor “room” in the garden, with a six-foot-high masonry wall facing Lake Geneva, into which he cut a rectangular opening, to crop the view from the terrace to the lake and the mountains beyond. “In order for the landscape to count,” Le Corbusier wrote, “it has to be limited, proportioned through drastic steps: blocking the horizons by raising the walls and only revealing them at strategic locations through breaks.”

In this month’s issue of RECORD Interiors, we feature several projects where the view’s the thing—though here the architects aren’t editing vistas so much as exploiting them. Take the stunning Urca Penthouse [page 84] in Rio de Janeiro, by Studio Arthur Casas. This triplex—a gut renovation within a 1960s concrete apartment building—looks out on Sugar Loaf Mountain in one direction, the monumental statue of Christ the Redeemer atop Corcovado Mountain in another, and across Guanabara Bay in yet another. The design is a symphony of sliding glass walls and flowing indoor-outdoor spaces—a minimalist architecture that defers to the drama of its setting. “Invariably, the visitor’s gaze is drawn to the views of the sky, water, and iconic mountains that pervade the rooms,” writes RECORD’s correspondent Tom Hennigan.

For a new Shanghai restaurant in a colonial-era building on the Bund [page 112], Neri&Hu Design and Research Office assembled a mélange of materials—reclaimed-wood flooring, steel framing, and raw concrete—to create the kind of casual “farm chic” interior that’s been pervading the global culture of cuisine these days. Yet in counterpoint to the earthly details, the architects used bright-white travertine to clad the original perimeter walls, in order to draw diners’ eyes to the design’s main event—the view of Shanghai’s glittering skyline at night. On the island of Majorca, a high-end jewelry boutique in the Puerto Adriano marina by Madrid-based studio OHLAB [page 94] subverts the expected: rather than designing the store as a secure opaque vault, the architects played with transparency and reflection, creating glass exterior walls and golden-stainless-steel-clad VIP rooms that offer direct and mirrored views of the yachts in the harbor.

And don’t miss the special RECORD Kitchen & Bath section [page 121]. Nothing says luxury like a tub with a view, such as the his and hers baths that open onto terraces in a house by XTEN Architecture in California [page 129] or the sky views from the kids’ showers in a Long Island house by Bates Masi Architects [page 121].

Using elevated terraces and ramps in such famous houses as the Villa Savoye, Le Corbusier fulfilled his idea that “the outside is always an inside.” And though he rigorously negotiated the view of the outside from the inside, he could be expansive. Rio de Janeiro entranced him, too, as is evident from a 1929 sketch for a proposed apartment there—one entire wall is glass, with a man in an easy chair facing it, one leg jauntily across the other, drinking in the view of palm trees, water, and mountains.

Whether a view is magnificent or modest, great interiors look out as well as inward.
Glass with Distinction.

KRYS'TAL INTERIORS: The New Designability of Glass.

Creating a stunning bathroom escape with KRYS'TAL IMAGES™—it's just one example of how your ability to design with ambiance is now without limits. With clearer clears, truer colors, distinctive patterns and high-definition images, KRYS'TAL INTERIORS™ gives you the ultra transparency and the ultimate in design mastery. AGC's vertical integration and network of fabricators throughout North America make it easy to achieve your vision during the entire process.

KRYS'TAL KLEAR™ | KRYS'TAL KOLOURS™ | KRYS'TAL PATTERNS™ | KRYS'TAL IMAGES™ | MATELUX™

Visit us at GlassBuild America Booth #927  CIRCLE 76
PROJECT:
DREXEL UNIVERSITY

ARCHITECT:
DIAMOND & SCHMITT INC.
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BEAUTY
A Nedlaw Living Wall is more than green plants on a vertical surface. Nedlaw’s patented "BIO FILTER" is a world leading technology that has the ability to clean air naturally.

WWW.NEDLAWLIVINGWALLS.CA
E. Dillon's Reflective Series will forever change the way you think about concrete masonry. Our superior aggregates and "state of the art" grinding process places the Reflective Series a class above all other polished masonry units. Request a sample to see the reflective quality available for your next project.

For more information or to locate a dealer near you please contact us at (800) 234-8970 or visit our website www.edillon.com
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DISCOVER THE NEW SCIENCE OF INDOOR AIR QUALITY

As people encounter more chemicals at home, at school and at work, it is critical to understand potential hazards and minimize adverse health effects. Through New Science, UL is working to mitigate emerging indoor air quality safety risks and safeguard innovation.

TRENDS. JOURNALS. VIDEOS. INFOGRAPHICS.
UL.COM/NEWSCIENCE

UL and the UL logo are trademarks of UL LLC © 2013
HAND-CAST HERITAGE. Intricate details are achieved using the ancient art of lost-wax casting, while sand casting results in pieces with individual character due to the variations in each granule of sand.

DOOR WINDOW CABINET LIGHTING PLUMBING TILE HOSPITALITY CUSTOM
10 patinas to choose from. 90% post-consumer recycled materials. Handmade in the USA.
What theater introduced to me is an understanding of portability, flexibility, the interest in crafting the moment. In theater it’s about these things that last two hours that have deep, deep impact on us. It’s a kind of poetry. — David Rockwell, on Charlie Rose, July 15, 2013.

The architect received 2013 Tony Award nominations for best scenic design for Kinky Boots and Lucky Guy.

NYC Firm Comes Full Circle with African Conference Center

BY FRED A. BERNSTEIN

The WORKac-designed L’Assemblee Radieuse, under construction in Libreville, Gabon, will host the 2015 Summit of the African Union. The exterior of the round building will be clad in fixed African limestone louvers.

WHEN THEY founded Work Architecture Company (WORKac), in an apartment facing a brick wall in 2003, Dan Wood and Amale Andraos had two jobs lined up: a bathroom renovation and a doghouse. A decade later, the firm is immersed in what looks like a dream commission: a huge circular conference center in which the government of Gabon—led by President Ali Bongo Ondimba—will host the Summit of the African Union in spring 2015.

The 213,000-square-foot building, dubbed L’Assemblee Radieuse, is as formally complex as anything by OMA, where both Wood and Andraos, a married couple, worked before starting their New York-based firm. But it also bears direct connections to the Gabon landscape, reflecting a strong environmental focus in the couple’s work. The building, Wood says, “is our answer to the question: How do you represent emerging progressive Africa to the world without relying on nostalgia or clichés?”

Andraos and Wood won the commission—their largest project to date—in July 2012, negotiated an agreement with the Gabon government in August, and began producing detailed drawings in September. The building was meant to host the summit in 2014, but even with a likely one-year delay, the job is on a fast track (with about 30 months between conception and completion). The architects formed a partnership with Epstein, the Chicago-based convention-center specialists, Built in 1931 for a New York City exhibition, the Aluminaire House was emblematic of the latest advances in materials and mass production for affordable housing. Later the aluminum house, designed by architects Lawrence Kocher (RECORD’s managing editor from 1927–38) and Albert Frey, was dismantled and moved. In 2011 it was entrusted to the privately funded Aluminaire House Foundation. Now there are plans to reconstruct the house—plus create an eight-unit residential building—on a corner site in Queens near the context-appropriate Sunnyside Gardens (1924–28). The new scheme for the historic district, by Campani and Schwarting Architects, needs to be approved by the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission at a hearing on September 24. If reconstructed, the house would be open to visitors. Laura Raskin

House of Light and Air Seeks New Home

Built in 1931 for a New York City exhibition, the Aluminaire House was emblematic of the latest advances in materials and mass production for affordable housing. Later the aluminum house, designed by architects Lawrence Kocher (RECORD’s managing editor from 1927–38) and Albert Frey, was dismantled and moved. In 2011 it was entrusted to the privately funded Aluminaire House Foundation. Now there are plans to reconstruct the house—plus create an eight-unit residential building—on a corner site in Queens near the context-appropriate Sunnyside Gardens (1924–28). The new scheme for the historic district, by Campani and Schwarting Architects, needs to be approved by the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission at a hearing on September 24. If reconstructed, the house would be open to visitors. Laura Raskin
who moved dozens of employees into WORKac's Lower East Side offices and brought in such consultants as facade specialists Front Inc.

The 320-foot-diameter building, in Libreville, Gabon's capital, will have inward-tilting facades (making it a frustum—the base of a cone) and a raked roof that, from some

The 320-foot-diameter building, in Libreville, Gabon's capital, will have inward-tilting facades (making it a frustum—the base of a cone) and a raked roof that, from some vantage points, becomes the dominant elevation. Surrounding the circle are an inner wall of light-gold-colored aluminum and an outer wall of fixed African limestone louvers. Between the two facades, a shaded walkway

The curved inner walls of the courtyards are covered in reflective brass tiles, creating an effect that, Andraos says, will be surreal.

The project is highly international. The African limestone for the building's louvers will be honed in Italy. Local, sustainably harvested tropical wood is being shipped to Germany for fabrication into perforated acoustic panels for the auditoriums. Among the architects' most interesting challenges was creating a hybrid building code, with provisions from the U.S., France, and England. "It was about picking and choosing the best practices," says Wood, explaining that the Gabon government wants the building to set standards for future construction.

The louvers—consisting of slabs of stone supported by steel brackets—are operable, but that's not a problem in Gabon, since the equatorial location means there is no seasonal variation in sun position. Other green features of the conference building (which is expected to qualify for LEED Gold status) include a rooftop rainwater-collection system that will feed a waterfall that will then irrigate the gardens. That system is derived in part from Public Farm 1, WORKac's summer 2008 installation at MoMA PS1, the Museum of Modern Art's contemporary art space in Queens, New York. The resemblance between the conference center in Gabon, which will cost at least $100 million, and that largely architect-built experiment in urban agriculture is a credit to the firm's consistency of vision.

Auditoriums, conference spaces, and dining facilities are organized around three garden courtyards, which are linked by an interior promenade. The angled roof collects rainwater that is then recycled for use in the building.

The project is highly international. The African limestone for the building's louvers will be honed in Italy. Local, sustainably harvested tropical wood is being shipped to Germany for fabrication into perforated acoustic panels for the auditoriums. Among the architects' most interesting challenges was creating a hybrid building code, with provisions from the U.S., France, and England. "It was about picking and choosing the best practices," says Wood, explaining that the Gabon government wants the building to set standards for future construction.

The louvers—consisting of slabs of stone supported by steel brackets—are operable, but that's not a problem in Gabon, since the equatorial location means there is no seasonal variation in sun position. Other green features of the conference building (which is expected to qualify for LEED Gold status) include a rooftop rainwater-collection system that will feed a waterfall that will then irrigate the gardens. That system is derived in part from Public Farm 1, WORKac's summer 2008 installation at MoMA PS1, the Museum of Modern Art's contemporary art space in Queens, New York. The resemblance between the conference center in Gabon, which will cost at least $100 million, and that largely architect-built experiment in urban agriculture is a credit to the firm's consistency of vision.

Auditoriums, conference spaces, and dining facilities are organized around three garden courtyards, which are linked by an interior promenade. The angled roof collects rainwater that is then recycled for use in the building.
Talking Design

BY CLIFFORD A. PEARSON

AN ECLECTIC mix of international stars, leading American architects, and emerging voices will present their work at the Monterey Design Conference (MDC) from September 27 through September 29. Held at the Asilomar Conference Grounds in Pacific Grove, California, where Julia Morgan designed many of the rustic buildings in the early 20th century, the event offers a camplike setting on the Monterey Peninsula for a rambling examination of the state of design both in California and around the world. The California chapter of the American Institute of Architects organizes the conference every other year, alternating it with one on practice. ARCHITECTURAL RECORD is a media sponsor.

This year, headliners will include Kengo Kuma from Tokyo, Odile Decq from Paris, Marcio Kogan from Sao Paulo, Jennifer Yoos from VJAA in Minneapolis, Anne Fougeron from San Francisco, Thomas Phifer from New York City, Michael Sorkin also from New York, and Marlon Blackwell from Fayetteville, Arkansas. The program combines talks by architects, with special features such as a tribute to AIA Gold Medal winner Thom Mayne, an interview with John E. "Jack" MacAllister, and a screening of the film Song 1, an artwork by Doug Aitken that was projected onto the exterior of the Hirshhorn Museum in Washington, D.C., in 2012. It also includes short presentations by young California architects: Price Studio, Future Cities Lab, FreelandBuck, and Oyler Wu Collaborative.

What makes MDC different from most other conferences, says Lawrence Scarpa, a principal at Brooks + Scarpa and a member of the event's organizing committee, is that most speakers stay for the entire two-and-a-half days, seduced by the beautiful setting and the relaxed atmosphere. "There are lots of casual conversations between speakers and attendees," he says. It's "as if you are having them over to your house for dinner or drinks." Brian Dougherty, a principal at Dougherty + Dougherty Architects and also the V.P. of the AIA California Council, remembers walking in the tidal pools at Asilomar after hearing Stewart Brand, the founder of The Whole Earth Catalog, talk about design and time. "It helped me place my own design efforts in the context of their meaning for future generations," he recalls.

The bracing mix of simple stone-and-wood buildings and salt-water breezes makes it hard for anyone to be pretentious at MDC, says Karen Lesney, a senior associate at Jerrold E. Lomax, FAIA, Architect, and a committee member. "I call it 'design dialysis,'" because it cleanses your mind "so you can move forward," she says.

2013 Marvin Architect's Challenge Winners

From an array of inspiring and stunning design submissions, our esteemed judges' panel has selected the very best as the winners of the Marvin Architect's Challenge. Each project features Marvin Windows and Doors and demonstrates expert design, innovation, classic beauty and sustainability. View the winners' showcase to see all the winning entries that have been recognized for their excellence in our prestigious annual event.

View the Winners' Gallery at Marvin.com/inspired
Richard Meier
BY SUZANNE STEPHENS

THIS OCTOBER Richard Meier celebrates the 50th anniversary of his office in New York City. Over the years, Meier has witnessed significant changes in architectural practice—including his own. It has become more global. Richard Meier & Partners currently has major projects going up in Taiwan, Brazil, Israel, and Turkey, to mention a few.

Through the past five decades, architectural styles have changed as well, veering from Modernism to Postmodernism, neo-Expressionism and even neo-Modern. But Meier hasn’t swerved. He has been a Steady Eddie of Modernism since he opened his one-man office in his apartment in 1963. Now the Pritzker Prize winner maintains a 60-person office in Manhattan plus a 40-person office in Los Angeles, run by a partner, Michael Palladino. Meier has also stayed true to creating Architecture with a capital A. RECORD recently asked him about his impressive resolution. You have stuck with the Modernist vocabulary, unlike some of your colleagues.

It never occurred to me to do anything else. Modernism suits our time: architecture is about making space. We’re not making Baroque or Renaissance space, but modern space with linear, planar, abstracted forms and with opaque and transparent surfaces. You’ve adamantly stayed with your predilection for the color white—inside and out. Why?

The way white reflects and refracts light makes color around us more vivid. It helps us appreciate changing tones and hues in nature. Your affinity with Le Corbusier’s architecture is known. Now his first retrospective in the U.S. is at New York’s Museum of Modern Art (until September 23). Will this help his legacy?

This exhibition should open the younger generation’s eyes to his work. There is no question that his manipulation of light and space has always been important to me. You said early on that architecture is a lousy business. But you’ve made it work.

Well, if you want to go into business, architecture should not be your first choice. You have to want to do architecture. Yet you’ve expanded your firm dramatically since 1963. How do you keep creativity alive?

I still sketch out concepts before doing anything. We use lots of tracing paper before going to the computer. Once it’s on the computer, I walk around and say, “What’s that?” You have to separate image from reality. Also, we make tons of study models of all sizes. The computer is no substitute for a model. Knowing what you know now, would you have changed anything in your approach?

You learn with experience the things that are not worth doing. Most architects think, no matter what, they can make something out of any commission. For example, I don’t do prisons or hospitals, or restoration work. I do know, by now, who I am.

Natalie de Blois, 1921–2013
BY LAURA RASKIN

PIONEERING ARCHITECT Natalie de Blois died in Chicago on July 22 at 92. Born in Paterson, New Jersey, in 1921, she received her architectural degree from Columbia University in 1944 and joined the New York office of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill later that year. At SOM, de Blois worked with Gordon Bunshaft on the design of the Equitable Building in Chicago and the Lever House and former Pepsi-Cola headquarters in New York. In 1962 she joined SOM’s Chicago office and became associate partner in 1964.

According to the Chicago Tribune’s Blair Kamin, de Blois was no stranger to “the male-dominated world of architecture . . . laden with sexist barriers.” In 1970 she helped found Chicago Women in Architecture, a group that hoped to advance the status of women in the profession and that still exists today. Whatever the challenges, she “worked marvels in design,” wrote Nathaniel Owings in his autobiography.
Hidden in Plain Sight
Clear fire rated solutions that blend seamlessly

Products: SuperLite II-XL 60 in GPX Framing
Project: CCTC Health Sciences Building (Sumter, SC)
Architect: LS3P Associates   Glazier: Charlotte Glass
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Park Heralds New Era for Queens

BY FRED A. BERNSTEIN

THE 30-ACRE swath of Queens known as Hunters Point South, where the East River meets Newtown Creek, has shed its identity crisis. The property was once slated to become part of Queens West, a vast New York State-sponsored mixed-use development; later, it was the proposed site of the Morphosis-designed athletes' village for the 2012 Olympics bid.

Then in 2009, the city bought the parcel for $100 million and pledged to build one of the largest new collections of middle-income housing. Ground has now been broken for two large apartment buildings, designed by SHoP and Ismael Leyva Architects; together, they will contain 925 “permanently affordable” units.

But the big news is that a 5-acre section of a planned 11-acre park, which will serve as the front lawn for the development (as well as athletic fields for a new FXFOWLE-designed intermediate and high school), has just been completed. “The park got built first, not whittled away by developer interests,” says Michael Manfredi, whose firm, Weiss/Manfredi, teamed with Thomas Balsley Associates on the design of the park. And superstorm Sandy didn’t throw construction off schedule, which bodes well for the new park’s future. “There was nothing fragile or precious enough to be damaged,” says Balsley of Sandy’s impact, adding that he chose “native plantings that could take a brief bath without consequences.”

The park’s centerpiece, a 1.25-acre green oval, is one of New York’s grandest new public spaces, on an axis with a Deco-era ventilation building for the Queens-Midtown Tunnel, a few hundred feet to the east, and the Empire State Building, just over a mile to the west, across the East River. Swooping around the south side of the oval is a large, bright-white pavilion containing restrooms, maintenance facilities, and (soon to come) a café. Its jaunty, pleated-steel roof reaches toward the sky on angled lally columns. (In its sweep, the building is reminiscent of Weiss/Manfredi’s Brooklyn Botanic Garden visitor center, completed in 2012.)

A dog run on the north side of the oval features a canopy that echoes the larger pavilion. Other park features include a garden built over old railroad tracks, continuing a theme in which new landscapes incorporate industrial castoffs, a move employed by Balsley when he began designing neighboring Gantry Plaza State Park in the 1990s. Another 6 acres of parkland (and some 4,000 apartments) remain to be built, but already Hunters Point South is a promising addition to New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s legacy.

Ennead Chosen to Design Peabody Museum Expansion

The Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, Massachusetts, selected Ennead Architects to design a 175,000-square-foot, $200 million expansion, set to be complete in 2019. The addition will house new galleries, educational spaces, a restaurant, and more.

Zoë Ryan Appointed Curator of Istanbul Design Biennial

Zoë Ryan, the British-born curator of architecture and design at the Art Institute of Chicago, will curate the second Istanbul Design Biennial in 2014. Ryan will announce the framework for the biennial in November. She has worked at New York’s Van Alen Institute and the Museum of Modern Art.

TED’s City 2.0 Conference Unveils Speakers, Sessions

TED, of the ubiquitous TED Talks, hosts a symposium at New York’s TimesCenter on September 20. Dedicated to the future of cities, conference speakers include urban planner Toni Griffin, photographer Iwan Baan, and architect Diébédo Francis Kéré.

Rogers Marvel Architects Is Now Two Distinct Firms

The principals of the award-winning 20-year-old New York firm Rogers Marvel Architects have decided to go their own ways: Robert Rogers now heads up Rogers Partners while Jonathan Marvel leads Marvel Architects. Together they designed notable projects such as the Studio Museum in Harlem and the Cody Canal Park in Cody, Wyoming.

ABI Makes Another Leap

The Architecture Billings Index went up a point in July for a score of 52.7, indicating design activity has accelerated nationally. But American Institute of Architects chief economist Kermit Baker says that “it is premature to declare the entire sector has entered an expansion phase.” The new projects inquiry index shot up four points.
More than entrance flooring, it's art for your floor.

Until now, traditional entrance flooring solutions shared a common linear appearance. With 18" x 18" C/S Floorometry tiles, you can break the mold. Don't compromise your vision for effective performance. Make a statement with four designs and a wide variety of surface options to create the ultimate first impression. For a catalog, call 888-621-3344 or visit www.c-sgroup.com/floorometry.
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FACADES INSPIRED BY NATURE CAPTURED WITH DRI-DESIGN

WHY DRI-DESIGN?

Dri-Design panels made with VMZINC® make it easy to capture nature’s beauty, even in the city. Our three lines – QUATRZ-ZINC, ANTHRA-ZINC and the subtle shades of PIGMENTO – pull from the distinctive tones and textures of nature. Dri-Design with VMZINC® creates a stunning visual experience that’s easy to install.

See us at Greenbuild in Philadelphia, PA Nov. 20-21, 2013 - booth # 4037

- No sealants, gaskets or butyl tape means no streaking and no maintenance for owners.
- Not laminated or a composite material, so panels will never delaminate.
- At Dri-Design, we have a strict policy of recycling and creating products that the world can live with.
- Fully tested to exceed ASTM standards and the latest AAMA 508.07.
- Available in a variety of materials and colors.

Wayne State School of Medicine - Detroit, MI Architect: Hamilton and Anderson

616.355.2970 I dri-design.com
the possibilities of your cash flow.

Cash Flow Insight™ | for the achiever in you*

Introducing Cash Flow Insight powered by PNC CFO — a suite of user-friendly online tools that can help you understand and project your firm's cash flow, so you can turn insight into action. Try it at no cost today! Call the Cash Flow Insight Center at 855-762-2361, stop by any PNC branch or go to pnc.com/cashflowinsight

*Offer requires a PNC Business Checking account and enrollment in PNC Online Banking. Offer valid during your current statement cycle period and two additional statement cycles, which constitutes your free trial period. One free trial period per customer, based on the enrollment date of the first account you enroll in Cash Flow Insight. Your free trial period for all accounts in Cash Flow Insight ends at the same time. At the end of your free trial, you will remain enrolled in Cash Flow Insight and be charged a fee of $10/month. If you do not want to continue with Cash Flow Insight, you may opt out of the service on your Preferences page within Cash Flow Insight. Beyond the trial period, certain account types have Cash Flow Insight for no additional monthly fee, including Business Enterprise Checking, Industry Solutions Checking and Retail Businesses Checking. Cash Flow Insight and CFO: Cash Flow Options are service marks of The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. ©2013 The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. All rights reserved. PNC Bank, National Association. Member FDIC
SAMSUNG

STARON ASSORTMENTS

Satisfy any craving.
Indulge with an infinite variety of styles, colors and shapes. staron.com
Precast Helps Exceed Energy Efficiency Goals

The LEED platinum Proximity Hotel didn’t want compromises—only performance. For them, a high performance building included an energy efficient envelope. Precast concrete’s thermal mass and edge-to-edge insulation delivered this and more, helping reduce energy consumption by 39% relative to the energy code. High performance precast concrete provides the efficiency you need.

Discover **High Performance** Precast
Versatile | Efficient | Resilient

For more information and free continuing education, visit

www.pci.org/hpprecast
The sluggish economy has stalled investment in new air, rail, and bus terminals. However, projects like California's planned high-speed rail network could provide a much-needed boost to this sector.

**Transportation-Building Starts by Region**

In addition to U.S. total and 2013 forecast figures:

- **Northeast**
- **Midwest**
- **South**
- **West**
- **Total U.S.**
- **Forecast**

**Top Metro-Area Markets**

Ranked by total transportation-building construction starts 1/2012 through 6/2013:

1. **New York City** - $1,717
2. **Los Angeles** - $561
3. **Chicago** - $306
4. **Dallas** - $303
5. **Miami** - $279

**Top 5 Design Firms**

Ranked by transportation-building construction starts 1/2011 through 6/2013:

1. **Corgan**
2. **Skidmore, Owings & Merrill**
3. **Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects**
4. **Stantec**
5. **Dattner Architects**

**Top 5 Projects**

Ranked by transportation-building construction starts 1/2012 through 6/2013:

1. **$583 Million**
   - PROJECT: 72nd Street and 96th Street Stations
   - ARCHITECTS: AECOM; Ben Thompson Associates
   - LOCATION: New York City

2. **$229 Million**
   - PROJECT: LAX Terminal 5 Redevelopment Program
   - ARCHITECT: Corgan
   - LOCATION: Los Angeles

3. **$200 Million**
   - PROJECT: Jet Blue Terminal 5 Expansion at JFK
   - ARCHITECT: Gensler
   - LOCATION: New York City

4. **$160 Million**
   - PROJECT: Delta Airlines Terminals C and D Redevelopment at LaGuardia
   - ARCHITECTS: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Corgan
   - LOCATION: New York City

5. **$160 Million**
   - PROJECT: Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension
   - Design-Builder: Foothill Transit Constructors – A Kiewit Parsons Joint Venture
   - LOCATION: Los Angeles County

---

McGraw Hill Dodge Analytics tracks projects from predesign through construction to capture hard construction costs, square footage, and other key statistical information.
Like wood wall protection, only better.

Better, because with our new and improved patterns, Acrovyn® Chameleon™ looks exactly like real wood. It comes in all of the species designers want, yet it doesn't require any of the maintenance associated with real wood. In fact, it's just as durable as regular Acrovyn. And, Acrovyn 4000 contains no PVC or PBTs, so the best looking choice is also the right one for the environment. For a free catalog, call 800-233-8493 or visit c-sgroup.com. Find Construction Specialties on facebook, twitter or twitter.com/acrovyn.

CS Acrovyn® Protection for tomorrow’s environment
With Energy Select 25 low-e coated glass products, you now have more creative freedom on projects that call for enhanced solar control. Four tinted substrate colors are available, with solar heat gain coefficients as low as 0.25 in a double-glazed unit. Designing for maximum building performance has never looked better. Find out more at us.agc.com or email us at info@us.agc.com.

Visit us at GlassBuild America Booth #927

©2013 AGC Glass Company North America, Inc. All rights reserved
THE AMERICAN West merges with the Far East on a 27,000-acre Wagyu-cattle ranch in a ghost town called Golden, New Mexico. Tucson-based architect Rick Joy designed a six-bedroom house for a couple who inherited the land. “They went to Japan, learned all about [Wagyu], got the stock, and put together this company selling beef around the country,” says Joy. “Interestingly, the house turned out to be very Japanese in feel.”

The linear wood-frame retreat is clad in charred cedar, produced by a Japanese process called shou-sugi-ban, which makes it fire- and insect-resistant. An eastern influence continues inside, where two bedroom wings are separated by an open central living-and-dining area, which is brightened by a board-formed, poured-in-place concrete fireplace wall and quartersawn white oak floors. Walls of windows on the north and south frame views of the desert and Lone Mountain, after which the house is named.

A galvanized steel twisted hip roof shades north- and south-facing decks, extending the living space. Because the client is a “weekend astronomer,” Joy designed a hidden roof terrace for stargazing that is accessed by an exterior stair. Glass slots between the roof and the internal parapet wall of the lowered deck bring daylight to the interior. With its connections to the outdoors, the house’s allure is the landscape. “They have a big family,” says Joy. “Everybody goes out there for ropin’ and ridin’.”

Perimeter gutters on the hip roof channel water to harvesting cisterns on opposite corners of the house (top). Joy’s wife Claudia Kappl designed the hammered copper lights above the dining room table. Polished on the inside, they bring a warm glow to the living space (above).
Suite Life


Our sinks stay at the best hotels

SLOAN
www.sloanvalve.com
Character Development

At RECORD, we frequently find ourselves doing double takes to determine whether an image is a photograph or an uncannily lifelike rendering. Often, these hyper-real images depend on a token cast of characters—coffee-swigging urbanites, couples strolling hand-in-hand, pin-thin women, or a child perched atop Dad's shoulders—that make our eyes glaze over. Yet in this digital age of realistic renderings, architects are increasingly distinguishing themselves by a more flamboyant aesthetic, infusing designs with humor, fantasy, nostalgia, and even a dead celebrity or two.

One new exhibition suggests that these flourishes have a vital history (not to date ourselves) about as old as RECORD's. Cut 'n' Paste: From Architectural Assemblage to Collage City at New York's Museum of Modern Art (until December 1, 2013) traces the history of stylized collages and photomontages from the late 19th...
century to the present. Another current show, *New Views: The Rendered Image in Architecture* at the Art Institute of Chicago (until January 5, 2014), identifies distinctive contemporary rendering styles. “People are tired of the perfect computer image or rendering,” says Pedro Gadanho, curator of the MoMA show. “They want something more artistic, with emotion and playfulness.” Indeed, Gadanho’s show sidesteps conventional visual tropes for unusual projects featuring acrobats, magenta trees, and other unexpected features.

Here are some of our favorite images from the MoMA exhibition and other sources that cause us to stop and take a longer look. The Editors

When HWKN proposed the Fire Island Pines Pavilion in 2012, the firm wanted to reflect the “young, chic, beach-y vibe” of the legendary gay resort. The bearded man in the foreground (at right) is not Ben Affleck, the firm says, but “a stylish doppelgänger.”

With the 2009 digital rendering for the Octavia Blvd Lots M + N housing project in San Francisco, the architects at Envelope Architecture+Design say they wanted “to represent the diversity of bodies” inhabiting the world. They achieved their goal.

For a 2011 competition, the architects at Rotterdam-based MVRDV envisioned a former industrial site in Lille, France, to be transformed into an elaborate vocational school. Luxigon, a Paris-based firm, created the renderings where the cows steal the show.

To “convey an image of elegance and modernity” the Spanish firm Suarez Sant~Arquitectos incorporated the iconic image of President John F. Kennedy holding hands with his son John for a 2011 competition to redesign the Plaza del Grano in León, Spain. In spite of such luminaries, the submission only won second place.
100 trucks a day.
3 o'clock sun.
1 busy agent.

No shades.

Agents at the Torrington Port of Entry in Wyoming were forced to adopt a unique dress code. Their job requires them to record detailed information from each truck that enters the station. But blinding sunlight made it necessary to wear hats and sunglasses inside all day, all year long. And it was often too hot in the space, even in winter. Discomfort was impeding workflow and affecting efficiency.

Then SageGlass was installed. Now the windows tint electronically to block heat and glare. The trucks are monitored comfortably, any time of the day. And the agents are cooler than ever, even without their sunglasses.

See more SageGlass® transformations at sageglass.com.
The Monterey System allows you to enjoy the beauty of the outdoors while providing resistance to undesirable weather conditions. Countless options are available to create large living and functional spaces that seamlessly transition outdoors to indoors.
There's more to the WhisperShade® IQ™ than its super-quiet and powerful operation. In fact, the system is designed to maximize daylighting and decrease solar-heat gain, significantly reducing energy demands over time. We would say that's a reason to brag. Quietly, of course.

We're not the same ol' MechoShade. We're the new MechoSystems.

The technologically advanced, ultra-quiet WhisperShades don't add to already noisy spaces.

Perfect alignment across multiple shades for a clean appearance.

Customizable intermediate positions.

Motors that marry intelligence with powerful performance.

WhisperShade IQ™
Not just quiet. Ultra-quiet™

MechoSystems
Design with light™

T: +1 (800) 437-6360
F: +1 (718) 729-2941
E: marketing@mechosystems.com
W: mechosystems.com
@mechosystems
JB® Glass Railing

JB® Glass Railing components are available in aluminum, bronze, nickel-silver and stainless. Tested and available from stock, JB® Glass Railing system is designed for use with ½" or ¾" glass. When combined with Carlstadt® self-aligning brackets and JB® glass adapters, the architect and specifier can achieve a wide range of design alternatives, meeting most regulatory requirements.

To Request your free copy of Catalog 19, email catalog19@juliusblum.com

Julius Blum & Co. Inc. is the nation's largest supplier of architectural metal products.
For complete information on all components, visit juliusblum.com

Julius Blum & Co. Inc.
800.526.6293
P.O. Box 816
Carlstadt, N.J. 07072
fax: 201-438-6003
bluminfo@juliusblum.com
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A Voice for Here and Now

*MAKERS OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE (VOLUME II): FROM LE CORBUSIER TO REM KOOLHAAS, BY MARTIN FILLER. NEW YORK REVIEW BOOKS, 2013, 336 PAGES, $30.*

Reviewed by George Baird

MARTIN FILLER'S new collection of essays appears in the wake of a significant shift in the tenor of architectural criticism. Gone are such provocative, if "unstable" (Filler's word), figures as Herbert Muschamp, and such cheerleaders for the star system as Nicolai Ouroussoff. Instead, we have their more measured successor at The New York Times, Michael Kimmelman, as well as the similarly thoughtful Christopher Hawthorne at the Los Angeles Times and Blair Kamin at the Chicago Tribune.

But Filler can claim to have launched the new tone, and a new social orientation to architectural design. Since he began writing for *The New York Review of Books* in 1986, he has commented on historical figures as well as contemporary ones, more famous as well as less famous ones, and individual architects as well as teams. In his previous volume (2007), he was particularly interested in resurrecting the reputations of women designers, such as Ray Eames, whose male collaborators overshadowed them. He has a keen interest in the relationship between the personal histories of his subjects and their career successes and failures. This critical-biographical approach is most successful in the current volume—which like the earlier one features mostly reworked essays from *The New York Review of Books*—in pieces on Oscar Niemeyer, Edward Durell Stone, and Eero Saarinen. For example, he notes: "Niemeyer led an eight-decade-long samba through the building art, a joyous journey that gave the world some of its liveliest modern landmarks." As for Saarinen, he observes, "Although he has been accused of some of the same tendencies now held against Calatrava—particularly a fondness for ostentatious engineering displays, when simpler solutions would suffice—Saarinen, even at his shallowest, had far more depth than Calatrava."

On Frank Lloyd Wright and Le Corbusier, however, I find that Filler's biographical interests overwhelm his critical ones, and the actual buildings get short shrift. He justifies his approach to these figures by saying that in the earlier volume he "discussed both more generally." But this fails to persuade me that such almost gossipy texts belong in a collection of architectural criticism.

Having said this, the strength of Filler's writing has steadily grown over time and reached a new plateau in his fierce attack (too recent to be included in this book) on MoMA's plan to demolish Tod Williams Billie Tsien's Museum of American Folk Art. MoMA has subsequently backed off and promised to explore alternatives. It is hard to imagine that Filler's voice did not have a significant effect on the situation. It seems to me that he can now lay claim to the mantle of the late Ada Louise Huxtable, the most admired critic of recent times.
Over the past few months, the Vectorworks® design team has been transforming a series of hand-drawn sketches into a Building Information Model (BIM) of an Eco Research Center. Visit Vectorworks.net/sketchtoBIM to learn about the process and download resources to help your firm adopt a BIM workflow.
Guess the Architect Contest

ENTER NOW! A new monthly contest from the editors of RECORD asks you to guess the architect for a building of historical importance.

CLUE: THE MOSAIC-TILED SWIMMING POOL, INSPIRED BY ROMAN BATHS, WAS DESIGNED BY A GRADUATE OF THE ÉCOLE DES BEAUX ARTS IN THE EARLY PART OF THE 20TH CENTURY.

The answer to the August issue's Guess the Architect is RUDOLF STEINER, the philosopher and spiritual leader, who designed the concrete boiler house at Dornach, Switzerland (left), in 1915 as part of his Goetheanum complex. For more details, including the winner, go to archrecord.com.

By entering, you have a chance to win a video camera. See the complete rules and entry form online at archrecord.com.
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD Announces the Winners and the Runners-up of the 2013 COCKTAIL NAPKIN SKETCH CONTEST

For the fourth year of its Cocktail Napkin Sketch Contest, RECORD was again flooded with hundreds of reader entries. Contestants represented firms from coast to coast and from a variety of occupations within the field of architecture, including principals, designers, students, and interns. The competition was stiff and our staff jury pored over every drawing to handpick the top designs.

WINNER, REGISTERED ARCHITECT

GREGORY KLOSOWSKI, SENIOR PROJECT ARCHITECT, PAPAGEORGE HAYMES PARTNERS; CHICAGO CHICAGO AMARANTHINE

After spending nearly two decades working in San Francisco, Gregory Klosowski, 42, moved back to his native Chicago this year to become a senior project architect at Pappageorge Haymes Partners. When he arrived, he found his favorite vista unchanged—a spot along Wacker Drive where the Tribune Tower and the Wrigley Building frame the Chicago River. “The word ‘amaranthine’ in the title means eternally beautiful and unfading,” Klosowski says of his en plein air sketch. “The Chicago skyline changed in the years I was away, but seeing that this view was the same was reassuring.”

WINNER, NON-REGISTERED ARCHITECT

HAROLD VINASCO, DESIGNER, BEAME ARCHITECTURAL PARTNERSHIP; MIAMI MY COLONIAL ROOTS

While aboard a recent flight, Harold Vinasco, 56, sketched a rich streetscape of balconies, colonial-style roofs and flowers—recol­lections of his hometown of Cali, Colombia. “There are a lot of places in Colombia where you can find this kind of image,” Vinasco, a designer at Beame Architectural Partnership in Miami, says of his three-minute sketch. While he has used programs like autoCAD since the late 1980s, Vinasco says that a sketch always serves as his starting point. “I am so happy to do it, because my work is also my hobby,” he said—“in the train, on the plane, everywhere.”
RUNNERS-UP, REGISTERED

BARRY SCHADE, ARCHITECT, HYDZIK SCHADE ASSOCIATES LTD.; CHICAGO  NAPKIN CITY

LUISHAN YAO, STAY-AT-HOME-MOM; REDMOND, WA  THE LOUVRE, PARIS, FRANCE

RUNNERS-UP, NON-REGISTERED

RONALD KENT, ARCHITECT, OUTSIDE THE LINES, INC.; SUGAR LAND, TX  LEBESKIND'S DENVER ART MUSEUM

ROLAND ESCALONA, STAFF, MARK SCHEURER ARCHITECT INC.; NEWPORT BEACH, CA  ANGKOR WAT, CAMBODIA

RUNNERS-UP, NON-REGISTERED cont.

JOHN DEVLIN, ARCHITECT, COOPER CARRY; ALEXANDRIA, VA  VANCOUVER PUBLIC LIBRARY

LULU YANG, GRADUATE STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI; CINCINNATI  WALKING IN THE WORLD OF 'INTERTWINE'

BEST FIRM: CALLISON

VESS DIMITROV, ARCHITECT, CALLISON; SEATTLE  MIRROR OF TIME

DAVID CHAMNESS, ARCHITECT, CALLISON; SEATTLE  NAPKIN SKETCHERS@CALLISON

IVAN SILANTYEV, DESIGNER, CALLISON; SEATTLE  MOVEMENT #23
Natural wood brings your interiors to life

Introducing Prod

Prodema's natural wood line for interior surf

Our products are pre-finished and have been carefully developed for commercial spaces requiring abuse-resist

We are your one source for ceilings, walls, and floor coverings, all available in a beautiful palette of wood vera

At Prodem we're not all about facades, we bring life to your interiors as

PRODEMA NORTH AMERICA
5582 N.E. 4th Court, 7B
Miami, FL 33137 • Tel: 305-756-2062
Email: sales@formasinc.com

ProdIN
interiors by Prodem

Prodema
Made to last wooden Products

www.prodem.com
WHO can provide Evaluation Reports?

WHAT ratings do fire sprinkler markings have?

WHEN can a fire-rated wall assembly have insulation within the cavity?

WHERE can I find a certified contractor for spray-applied fire resistive materials?

WHY is the new LEED pilot credit important and who can explain it?

You don't have to know all the answers. Just who to ask.

CONNECT WITH THE EXPERTS

No matter the question, trust UL to help you find the right answer. Our experienced team is dedicated to providing the technical support you need to ensure safe, code-compliant installations.

UL.COM/CODERESOURCE OR CALL 800.595.9844

UL and the UL logo are trademarks of UL LLC © 2013
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Students are the most important part of any classroom, which is why their health and comfort are our priority. By making smart choices in your project's building materials, you can provide them with a healthy environment, fewer noise distractions and higher speech intelligibility. Our gypsum products are designed with indoor air quality, acoustics, and durability in mind, so that students and teachers can focus on learning. Listen to your walls. Build a better educational environment and Be Certain™ with CertainTeed Gypsum.

Visit www.CertainTeed.com/VerticalMarkets to learn more.
Digital Printing Fuses Art and Architecture

IT WASN'T too long ago that the public marveled at the sight of custom-printed mugs and T-shirts. There's no way they could have imagined how printing would impact manufacturing, products, and, ultimately, architecture today. Since introducing its AST Digital Glass Printing technology for architectural glass six years ago, Skyline Design has been transforming rooms and buildings such as ZGF Architects' Randall Children's Hospital in Portland, Oregon, and the Martin Luther King Jr. Federal Building in Atlanta, to name two. The company's newest collection to utilize this technique, the Digital Glass Portfolio, features works by eight celebrated artists, reproduced large-scale (up to 72'' x 144'') on low-iron PPG Starphire tempered glass with translucent or opaque backing. The resulting panels can serve as interior walls, demountable partitions, doors, and, of course, artwork.

The technological advances in printing have expanded the horizon for both products and artists. "The issue of scale is quickly dissolving," says graphic designer Rick Valicenti, one of the eight tapped for the collection. Valicenti—who is a 2011 Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Award winner—and his studio, Thirst, easily transitioned from designing publishing and branding visuals to the larger products. Thirst's Alphablox is a playful homage to typography, and Line Dot is a pattern that lies somewhere between pointillism and pop art. Pixels and larger forms that come into focus when viewed from afar also figure in Sonnenzimer's design Xylophone Variations, while Anne Lindberg's Pulse features colorful striations that evoke dangling strings.

Other designs draw on the beauty found in nature, such as the late Bryan Nash Gill's Double Crescent, based on his well-known Woodcuts series, which illustrates cross-sections of trees. And fine art photographer Doug Fogelson creates an ethereal and haunting composition of bare tree branches.

"The larger-than-life scale rewards us with a macro-level visual impact and a micro-intricacy up close," says Valicenti. "It is complexity disguised as simplicity."

skydesign.com CIRCLE 200

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to architecturalrecord.com/products.
ViviGraphix Elements Glass
Forms + Surfaces forms-surfaces.com
Responding to a demand for new color palettes, the manufacturer has expanded its wood-pattern-inspired Elements series with four new styles in lighter hues. Timber (shown) is a take on weathered wood, with horizontally running grain lines. Hale is a thatched pattern in warm honey tones. Arctic has a bleached-wood appearance, and Highlight features a random pattern. The sheets measure 60" x 120" and come in a non-reflective or reflective finish.

Eh Oui for Bendheim
Bendheim bendheim.com
French woven-metal-textile manufacturer Eh Oui makes its debut in the American architectural market with a new decorative-glass line for Bendheim. Four designs are offered: Tempo resembles grass bound together at intervals; Mosaica is a basketweave; Anida has an intricate lace-like appearance; and Galina abstractly references houndstooth patterning. All are encapsulated in 8mm-thick glass sheets.

V.I.A. Architectural Solutions
Steelcase steelcase.com
In today’s open office spaces, where privacy and acoustics are major issues, interior wall systems like V.I.A. (Vertical Intelligent Architecture) can make all the difference. Its sturdy steel framework, “skins” (glass, whiteboard, or steel panels), and precise mechanical skin-attachment brackets are all manufactured with acoustical seals to ensure quiet conversation for booths and large conference rooms alike.

VistaLuxe Collection Windows
Kolbe kolbe-kolbe.com
With its slim minimalist frames supporting large expanses of glass, VistaLuxe windows create clean lines well suited to modern architecture projects. The units can be specified in a Flush style where the glass, sash, and frame are on the same plane, or an Accent profile, where only the sash is recessed. The interior-facing side of the frame is offered in nine different wood species.

Weil Studio Collection
Pulp Studio pulpstudio.com
Pulp’s ongoing collaboration with photographer Amanda Weil led to this custom floral installation for Bel Air Bar and Grill in California. To produce crisp graphics that are visible inside and outside the building, the studio laminated a double-layer of the imagery—with a frosted interlayer—onto Solarban glass, then added a further glass layer on the interior side, vacuum sealing it all. Similar custom solutions are available.

Tessella
Joel Berman Glass Studios jbermanglass.com
This kiln-cast glass features a tessellated pattern of fanlike shapes on the front, while the back appears more amorphous, organic, and fluid. But both sides possess three-dimensionality that offers visual interest and play of light. Suitable for backslashes, screens, sliding doors, and divider or feature walls, Tessella comes in panels measuring 53” x 108” and can be back-painted in a range of colors.

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to architecturalrecord.com/products.
Change Your Signs With Speed

Contego - modular sign system

In life, change is constant. Especially in buildings. We developed the Contego™ Modular Sign System to keep up with these changes. Contego is the first configurable sign system designed with patent-pending Quick Pins™, making sign changes so quick and easy you don't need a pit crew to handle the task.

To learn more, visit inprocorp.com/contego or call 877.780.0034.
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The safest installation meets the smartest innovations.

Next-generation LiftMaster® door operators lead the way with groundbreaking innovations that protect your clients.

Our new line of door operators protects your clients' employees and property with continuously monitored entrapment protection and state-of-the-art safety features, making it easier than ever to incorporate warning lights, bells, and timers.

Plus, they meet tough new UL325-2010 standards, which is critical in complying with state and local building codes. It's all what you'd expect from the #1 brand of professionally installed door operators. There's no smarter way to protect what matters most...your reputation.

Specify safe. Specify smart. Specify LiftMaster.
To learn more, visit liftmaster.com or call 800-323-2276.
Flexible Architecture
Linear pattern-making is the main feature of Philippe Starck’s first-ever ceramic tile collection, Flexible Architecture (right), designed for Ceramica Sant’Agostino. The 12” square tiles can be specified with faux-grout recessed edges on anywhere from one to all four sides or none at all, to create desired grids and compositions. Eight colors in glossy, matte, or chrome finishes are available through Nemo Tile.

Chinois by Robert Kuo
Beijing-born Robert Kuo infuses his Chinois tile collection (above) for Ann Sacks with elements of traditional Asian craftsmanship. After researching Song Dynasty pottery, Ann Sacks developed a proprietary glaze and a firing technique to reproduce the satiny shades found in the period’s objects. Kuo’s seven designs, all based on Chinese motifs, range from depictions of mountain topography to Toad Skin, which alludes to the good fortune associated with a three-legged toad.

Colore & Colore
Hastings Tile & Bath has introduced Colore & Colore (right), a solid-color wall tile line from Italian manufacturer Ceramica Bardelli. Available in 36 hues—from neutral and quiet to bold—the tiles are produced in eight dimensions from as small as 2” square to as large as 16” square, offering greater flexibility for pattern and color composition.

Scraffito
For its Scraffito series (left), Pratt & Larson revives an ancient technique of creating a sketchlike pattern by scratching the surface of a tile to reveal a contrasting color. The collection’s four designs draw on Arabic and medieval European motifs, and are hand-carved and then finished in a monochrome or polywash (two-color) glaze. Standard sizes are 5” x 10” or 8” square.

Color-It
Fireclay Tile applies a coloring-book concept to its online customization tool, Color-It. Designers and consumers alike can choose any of the intricate patterns in the Moroccan and Mexican-inspired Cuerda Seca line (below) and then use the web-based tool to select one of 80 colors for each section. The tiles are printed with the pattern outlines and then hand-glazed in the custom colors by artisans in Portland, Oregon.

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to architecturalrecord.com/products.
Facade. Natural wood for exteriors

Facade is a high density laminate timber panel. Manufactured from kraft paper treated with thermoset resins, pressed under high pressure and temperature and finished with natural timber veneers highly resistant to UV radiation and atmospheric agents. Facade includes Everlook®, a special overlay that dramatically increases the normal life of the panel, improving UV resistance and colour stability. It also allows for the development of new panels with an extensive range of finishes.
COLLABORATE ANYWHERE... ANYTIME.

When it's your job to call the shots, you need to be able to make decisions from anywhere, at any time. Bluebeam® Revu® combines powerful PDF markup capabilities with an integrated cloud-based collaboration solution, Bluebeam Studio™. Studio enables you to store an unlimited number of PDFs and any other file type in the cloud for free, and review and annotate the same PDFs with project partners around the world together in real time or on your own time, regardless of Internet connection, from a desktop, tablet PC or iPad®.

Anything is possible. www.bluebeam.com/connectyourway
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bluebeam®
NO LIMITS®
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A Loft Grows Up

With a nod to her South Asian roots, New York City–based designer Suchi Reddy and her team at Reddymade Design exploit the potential of a New York City loft, using louvers and light.

BY LINDA C. LENTZ
OPEN AND airy, the apartment on Manhattan's East 12th Street was a real find in the late 1980s, when the building it occupies, a former auction house (circa 1889), was developed into condominiums. Its 24-foot-wide by 42-foot-long double-height space—enormous by New York standards—included a mezzanine sleeping loft above the kitchen and foyer. And its eclectic Mediterranean-style decor, with its arched wall niches and rustic tile, was all the rage. But times change, and when the current owner, a California-based model with a young daughter, decided to try bicoastal living, she wanted more privacy than the layout would allow. She also wanted a new look.

The challenge was how to accomplish these things without compromising the openness of the existing volume and its wall of big arched windows, says designer Suchi Reddy, principal of New York-based Reddymade Design. Her approach was straightforward: strip the room of its awkward and dated details, reposition the stair, and extend the sleeping loft along one side of the room to accommodate a second bedroom up top. Initially, she wanted to create a minimalist space, all white and divided by flowing swaths of felt that could be pushed aside like draperies—a nod to her client's fashion sensibility. But as the crew began demolishing the narrow stair and built-out walls, they exposed a raw steel beam. "When I saw the steel, I realized that the bones of this space were so beautiful, we had to make them central to the design," Reddy recalls.

What evolved is a loft that is at once serene and industrial, with a judicious exposure of structure within the pristine space. "The idea was to leave the elements and let the materials speak for themselves," says Reddy. So instead of tucking the stair back into a corner, she brought it into the main space, transforming it into a sculptural element, with an assertive steel stringer softened by reclaimed wood treads and a glass balustrade that don't interrupt the room's expanse.

Reddy rid the space of awkward details such as wall niches, exposing select beams and columns she coated with intumescent paint (left). New steel was added to repair and extend the mezzanine for a second bedroom upstairs and new study/guest room below, which can be closed off by stacking doors (center). The repositioned stair comprises a steel stringer, enriched with reclaimed-wood treads and a transparent glass balustrade (above). Operable wood shutters, backed by glass panels that operate as dividers, manage noise and privacy.
While Reddy renovated the kitchen, she left it in place, then reconfigured the rest of the apartment to improve circulation and functionality. She added a half-bath where the old stair was located and rebuilt the mezzanine, carving a new master bath, storage, and laundry nook around the master bedroom. To avoid stealing from floor space to extend the loft, or blocking daylight, Reddy used a cantilever to create the required second bedroom—a strategy doubly rewarded by carving out an additional study/guest room below.

Discarding the notion of draperies as room dividers, which would have been too informal for a mother and daughter, Reddy recalled the rich woods and shutters of her youth in Chennai, India. Working with her team, she devised a system of operable shutters that provide privacy and filtered light where necessary. Made of sealed reclaimed wood, like the stairs, most of the shutters are fixed in place and have glass panels (some operable) behind them for sound control. The designer even inserted a shutter into the study's ceiling, a lovely detail that allows sunlight from the windows to pass through a glass panel in the wall of the new bedroom upstairs.

Through careful editing and the infusion of elements from other cultures, Reddy presents a fresh perspective on the urban loft—a global one. And why not? she muses. "It is how our world is now."
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Together with the flow of historical eras, design trends are undergoing constant change. While absorbing the fashions of the times and occasionally setting new trends, Elmes has devoted more than fifty years to the manufacture of door handles.

Door handles have long exceeded the frame of their functional role. Through the free play of colors, sizes, shapes, and textures, they may be embedded within the flow of any scene, with an indelible presence that gives the first impression of a space.
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...a building that cleans the air and itself. With Parex AquaSol™ enhanced acrylic finish and coating it is all possible.

AquaSol™ is a power-packed acrylic finish and coating with enhanced hydrophobic and photocatalytic technology that creates a water repellent, heat reflective and smog reducing exterior. With exceptional hydrophobicity, AquaSol™ allows surfaces to clean itself repeatedly with rain or any water source. Additionally, the heat reflective properties of AquaSol™ generate cooler wall surface temperatures. AquaSol™ also utilizes natural sunlight to initiate a photocatalytic process that helps destroy smog. Is your building cleaner, cooler and greener? It’s time to envision the possibilities of AquaSol™. To learn more, visit parex.com.
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Öko Skin facade for 150 Second Street, Boston
| Elkus Manfredi Architects
| Sustainable glassfibre reinforced concrete
| Maintenance free - neither painting nor staining
| 10 colours, sizes: 6"x71" and 12"x71" (nominal)

Distributed by fibreC North America
1-877-740-0303 (toll free) | usa@fibreC.com | www.fibreC.us/okoskin
2013: An Office Space Odyssey

Architects Hitoshi Abe and Peter Ebner help 3M rethink the way its employees work, taking the company and its headquarters on a journey into the future.

BY CLIFFORD A. PEARSON

MORE THAN just Post-it notes and Scotch tape, 3M produces a vast array of items—electronic stethoscopes, solar mirror films, abrasives—and likes to think of itself as an innovative company. But until recently, its headquarters in St. Paul was stuck in the 1970s, its offices a throwback to an era when you programmed a computer with punch cards and used a slide carousel for presentations. This time warp separating appearance and reality sent the wrong message to both the company’s staff and visitors to its offices.

In 2010, George Buckley, then 3M’s president and CEO, brought in architects Hitoshi Abe and Peter Ebner to inject a new dynamism into the company’s dowdy workplace. He had heard Ebner speak at a 3M event, and Ebner then asked Abe to work with him on the project. 3M’s campus, with 50 mid-rise buildings, was too big for a complete overhaul, so the strategy was to jump-start change at critical locations within a five-building core. Abe and Ebner, who have separate practices but are colleagues at UCLA, needed to shake things up without undermining the company’s successful work culture.

“In our business, we often look to disruptive ventures to advance our goals,” says Stefan Gabriel, president of 3M New Ventures, who was deeply involved in the design project. Reflecting the growing importance of collaboration in the way people work, 3M focused its effort on getting employees out of their cubicles and interacting more with each other.

In 2000, Abe had developed a plan for Sony’s headquarters in Tokyo. Although that project didn’t move forward, it got him thinking about the new workplace. “In an age when we can work anywhere, how do we create physical places where people want to be and where they can be more productive?” asks the Los Angeles- and Sendai, Japan–based architect.

Abe and Ebner worked together on a master plan for the heart of the 3M campus, then divided responsibilities for renovating the interiors. When they started on the project, the five core buildings—identified in deadpan Midwestern fashion by numbers (220, 222, 223, 224, and 225)—surrounded a visitors parking lot and were connected on their second levels by enclosed skywalks. The architects proposed turning the parking lot into a landscaped plaza and creating a new...
Abe and his team transformed a visitors' parking lot (above) at the center of the site into a plaza shared by all the surrounding buildings. Concrete benches and planters divide the large space into a set of outdoor rooms (top), while lighting underneath the concrete elements produces a warm glow in the evening (right).
MAKING CONNECTIONS
Five different “hubs,” each coded by a particular color (above and left), offer unprogrammed spaces for people to meet or relax. Overhead monitors and screens embedded in the work surfaces keep employees in touch with a 3M website that provides information and messages from around the company. The hubs and the areas leading into them form a continuous loop through all five buildings and around the central plaza.
main entrance on the south side of Building 220.

Moving visitor parking to lots just beyond the central core raised some eyebrows, but the scheme—wisely—didn’t mess with employees’ spots in the existing garage below the plaza. Though some 3M executives questioned the usefulness of a large outdoor space in a city with long winters, Abe convinced them of its importance. “The plaza is critical to the project,” states Abe, “because it ties everything together, and all the buildings look onto it.”

Abe, who designed the space, used planters to establish a series of outdoor rooms that encourage 3M employees to get out of their offices. Concrete benches attached to the planters and freestanding tables and chairs invite people to hang out or bring their laptops. Instead of specifying stone or concrete pavers, Abe used a 3M traffic tape that’s usually applied to roads. Cut into black, white, and yellow triangles and parallelograms and laid onto concrete pavement, the tape creates a jazzy pattern inspired by Chinese puzzles called tangrams. Lighting on the underside of the planters and benches creates a warm glow in the evening.

Meanwhile, Ebner designed a new visitor entry sequence, including a winding drive, rolling landscape, and a crescent-shaped canopy that softens the sharp edges of Building 220, a 1962 structure by Ellerbe Becket that is the tallest on the campus. He also transformed the first two floors of the building, creating a sleek new reception area and a set of glass cubes that serve as meeting rooms facing the plaza. Between reception and the glass cubes, he inserted larger meeting rooms and a multifunction space that seats 350 people. On the second floor, he created a long open space for collaborative work on the plaza side of the building and furnished it with a 138-foot-long table.

“Building 220 was a bad copy of Mies,” says Ebner, “so I tried to give it a better Miesian spirit.” Opening up the interiors and elegantly detailing new elements, such as the glass cubes and a white stair to the second floor, were key parts of that strategy. “With Mies, you always get a sense of generosity at the entrance,” explains Ebner.

To balance the transparency of his spaces in Building 220, Ebner designed a small adjacent structure that’s more
opaque—a box with punched windows that replaces the old visitors’ entry on the plaza side. Called the Exchange, it serves as a high-tech meeting room for video conferences and digital presentations.

While Ebner reconfigured Building 220 and the visitors' entry experience, Abe addressed Buildings 222, 223, 224, and 225 and the movement of employees into and through the complex. Given a lot of real estate and a limited budget, he determined that he could have the greatest impact by reimagining the second-story skywalks and the spaces feeding into them as places for social interaction, not just circulation. In the past, employees arrived at a number of different locations and dispersed throughout the complex. To bring everyone together at the start and end of the day, Abe created a new entrance in Building 224 and closed most of the others. The Jetsons-meets-Zaha design immediately alerts personnel that this is not their father's 3M. As soon as they get through security, they now find a series of spaces furnished with various tables and chairs for casual and impromptu meetings. Instead of setting these spaces apart with walls or steps, the architect merely changed the flooring material and lowered the ceilings, which employ a 3M product that diffuses LED light to make a uniform, glowing surface and gives the appearance of skylights. (Abe and Ebner were challenged by the client to specify as many 3M products as possible, but apply them in inventive ways.)

Using the same futuristic vocabulary as he did at the entry, Abe carved out a “necklace” of social spaces flowing through the second floor of the old buildings and studded it with five color-coded “hubs” equipped with sleek, molded seating, interactive screens embedded in work surfaces, and suspended monitors displaying communications from 3M employees around the world. In Building 225, he designed a large café with lounges and training rooms around it—a cluster of spaces that serves as a magnet for workers from across the complex. “We used to have a set of buildings, connected by skyways, that felt like an airport,” recalls Ian Hardgrove, a 3M senior vice president. “Now we have this remarkable place that positions us as an innovative company.”

The project opened piecemeal from fall 2012 to spring 2013. By July 2013, 3M personnel were still adapting to the new architecture. Some of the hubs and social spaces were thick with people working in teams and on their own, while others—including the plaza—seemed under-utilized. So the company has started holding events in the outdoor space, including a farmers’ market and afternoon jogs. While pieces of the complex may still evolve, the redesign as a whole demonstrates a new attitude on the part of 3M: that it is willing to take risks, bring in talent from different parts of the world, and integrate digital technologies into its mission. Good design can’t fix everything, but it helps send the message of change.

credits

ARCHITECT (BUILDINGS 222, 223, 224, 225, AND PLAZA): Atelier Hitoshi Abe - Hitoshi Abe, Pierre De Angelis, Jeremy Fletcher, Tim Do, Nathan Smith, Midori Mizuhara, Rafael Sampaio, Manabu Leventhal, Peter Welch, Kentaro Yamada

ARCHITECT (BUILDING 220): Peter Ebner and Friends - Peter Ebner, Sam Chermayeff, Johanna Meyer-Grohbrügge, Thomas Kosiec, Philip Stalbohm, Alexander Menke, Jennifer Schikora, Lena Bertram

ARCHITECT OF RECORD: Meyer Scherer & Rockcastle

ENGINEERS: Meyer Borgman Johnson (structural); Sebesta Blomberg (m/e); TKDA (civil)

OWNER: 3M

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: PCL Constructors

SIZE: 260,000 square feet (total project)

COMPLETION DATE: Fall 2012-Spring 2013

SOURCES

CUSTOM FURNITURE: Corian

PLAZA SURFACE: Stamark by 3M

AMBIENT LIGHTING: Light Mat by 3M

RECESSED LIGHTING: Light Mixing by 3M
Design: Mads Odgaard. LP ICON MINI POST TOP provides mainly direct downward illumination. In the opal version the shade is lit from within and creates a soft diffuse upwards light. In the basic version the shade is opaque. Depending on the choice of reflector, the downward lighting characteristics will vary. The reflector types have been designed in three variations to provide either asymmetrical or symmetrical distributions of light. LED version coming soon.
TERRAZZO Commemorates Texas History
Randolph-Brooks Federal Credit Union Administrative Service Center • Live Oak, Texas

"Working with terrazzo provides unlimited artistic design opportunities to create timeless and durable surfaces. For this project, terrazzo allowed me the flexibility to create an elegant design while providing a sense of permanence to the architecture."

Debra Babcock, Director of Interiors • Chesney Morales & Assoc. Inc. • Architect Planners www.cma-architects.com • Mural, RBFCU Graphic Designers Eric Messinger & Ralph Johnston Photography by Clem Spalding • Randolph-Brooks FCU • www.rbfcu.org • 210-945-3300
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All warrantied for an industry-leading 5 years.

Learn more about RAB's no-compromise, 5-year LED warranty at RABLEDWarranty.com
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Welcome to RECORD's annual exploration of the world of architectural interiors, an issue that celebrates the inventive manipulation of space and materials to shape atmosphere and functionality. This year's seven winning projects all exhibit an artisanal quality that wowed the editors. From a dazzling jewelry shop made with gold-tinged stainless steel, to a fabric warehouse divided by ethereal glass panels, to an accessible loft lined in rough-sawn oak, each was designed by a firm with a strong point of view. They dare to take risks and surprise us by mixing styles and playing with craft, while at the same time more than fulfilling their clients' objectives.

URCA PENTHOUSE, RIO DE JANEIRO
TOLLESON DESIGN STUDIO, SAN FRANCISCO
RELOJERIA ALEMANA, MAJORCA, SPAIN
LOFT MM, BILZEN, BELGIUM
ART GALLERY AND FOUNDATION, HONG KONG
WALL FABRICS, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND
MERCATO BY JEAN-GEORGES VONGERICHEN, SHANGHAI
Urca Penthouse | Rio de Janeiro | Studio Arthur Casas

View additional images at architecturalrecord.com.
The renovation of the top floors of a 1960s apartment building created in an airy triplex with breathtaking panoramic views of Rio de Janeiro.

BY TOM HENNIGAN

In Rio, the landscape comes to you," Brazilian architect Arthur Casas says about his commission to renovate a penthouse apartment in Rio de Janeiro's Urca neighborhood. Casas, who has an office in São Paulo, plus one in New York City, had quite a landscape to work with. The rear of the apartment looks southeast onto Sugar Loaf Mountain; the front faces west to the forested mountain ridge that culminates in the Cristo Redentor (Christ the Redeemer) statue on Corcovado Mountain; to the north, residents have long vistas across Guanabara Bay.

An avowed modernist, Casas was ideally suited to designing the spec residence, which sets off the sensuous landscape to stunning effect, for a London property investor. The architect, known for his light, planar volumes, and stringency of line, graduated from São Paulo's Mackenzie Presbyterian University in 1983. As a product of the city's distinct Paulista school (a term for those influenced by, among others, Pritzker prizewinner Paulo Mendes da Rocha and his concrete architecture), Casas says, "Our architecture in São Paulo is different from Rio's, because we use a straighter line while Cariocas use more curves." But he acknowledges that his firm, Studio Arthur Casas, owes much, as well, to the late Rio-born architectural giant Oscar Niemeyer, who died last year at 104. "Before Niemeyer, Brazilian architecture was inward-looking," he says. "Niemeyer's transparency of material and his feeling for the landscape was more influential than his use of the curved line."

[layered look] Architect Arthur Casas exploited views of Rio and amplified the sense of space and light in the apartment through strong rectilinear elements, expanses of glass, and a predominantly white color scheme. Pottery figures by the Brazilian artist Irinélia add whimsy to the main living level (left), which occupies the middle floor of the triplex. The cost for renovation and new construction was $1.8 million.
The five-story, poured-in-place concrete apartment building was one of several low-rise residential blocks built in the 1960s along the quiet seafront. Later, stricter building codes were instituted to protect this urban oasis of calm from the unruly high-rise development that scarred much of the city. Although the actual dwelling had been a duplex—a fourth-floor apartment integrated with the penthouse above—Casas wanted to create a triplex. Since the building's height could not be altered, the architect worked with the space around the roof's water tanks and the elevator housing to create a bird's nest of a master bedroom. It is invisible from the street because of wood sun decks located at the perimeter.

Since the building is flanked by similar structures, a major challenge was to bring more light into the apartment's interior. Casas organized the three levels around a central-stair hall topped by a generous skylight. He placed the main entrance, along with the living and dining areas, on the middle level, sandwiched between the lower level—for three guest rooms and staff quarters—and the upper, rooftop, master-bedroom suite. The natural illumination filtering down through the three floors is enhanced by a glass floor in the top level of the hall and glass balustrades edging the staircase. Several more skylights in the living room allow light to pour in from the sun deck above and permeate the far reaches of the interior.

Invariably, the visitor's gaze is drawn to the views of the sky, water, and iconic mountains that pervade the rooms of this 7,180-square-foot apartment, where the sun's tropical intensity is cooled by white walls and limestone floors. Even the bathrooms have glass partitions dividing them from the bedrooms to allow the residents to enjoy the scenery as they soak in the tub.

The previous dwelling, unoccupied for some time, was in poor condition. Since the original plans were unavailable, Casas's team gutted the unit, save for its concrete structure. This led to some discoveries, such as the presence of tubular V-shaped columns on the middle floor, which Casas decided to expose, since they are closely associated with Brazilian architecture of the 1950s and '60s. For the renovation's new structural requirements, Casas switched from concrete to steel, now more common here.

The result is a triumphant integration of space, light, and rectilinear structure, all devoted to capturing the astonishing views. With this expansive apartment, Casas has composed a modernist sonata to one of the world's most spectacular cities.

Tom Hennigan is the South America correspondent of the Irish Times, based in São Paulo.

**HORizontality reigns** The living room (right, top) yields views to the west, toward Corcovado Mountain, topped by the statue of Christ the Redeemer. Daylight filters down into this space from glass-bottomed pools in the top floor of the triplex and from a large skylight over the central-stair hall. On the opposite side of the main level is the kitchen and dining area (right, bottom). Here, continuous planes for wood shelves and counters and limestone floors offer a natural counterpoint to the smoke-finished matte metal surfaces of the cooking area and the white walls and ceiling. The master bedroom on the top floor (opposite, bottom) faces southeast toward Sugar Loaf Mountain, and glass partitions between the bedroom and master bathroom bring the views and daylight into the interior. Casas located guest rooms on the lowest floor of the triplex, along with staff rooms and service areas.
SPATIAL INTERPLAY: From the lowest level of the triplex's stair hall (opposite), the visitor can catch glimpses of the guest bedrooms beyond and the living area above. Skylights over the stair and a glass floor in the top stair hall help daylight to permeate the spaces. On the uppermost level, steel framing elements create an open-air canopy for the sauna, barbecue area, and Jacuzzi (below), with Sugar Loaf looming at the back. The Jacuzzi and shallow pool have glass bottoms to create three skylights with vitreous reflections supplementing the natural illumination that filters down to the living area below.

credits
ARCHITECT: Studio Arthur Casas – Arthur Casas, principal in charge; Milena Chieco, Flavia Castellan, Joana Pini, architects; Renata Adoni, Bruna Rizzi, interior designers
ENGINEERS: Edatec (structural); Equilibrium (electrical and plumbing)
CLIENT: Rumi Verjee
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Osborne Construtora
SIZE: 7,180 square feet
COST: $1.8 million

SOURCES
SOLID SURFACE: Silestone
PLASTIC LAMINATE: Formica
BATH FIXTURES: Duravit
PLUMBING FIXTURES: Deca, Hansgrohe
FLOOR AND WALL TILE (SPA): Bisazza
n Prohibition-era San Francisco, bootleggers routed their liquor to speakeasies via tunnels underneath Barbary Coast, the city's once-thriving red-light district. One of those passages led to the basement of 560 Pacific Avenue, a 1910 timber-frame structure that began its life as a supper club, saloon, and dance hall (and later served as a showroom and warehouse for the Amtico flooring company). Today that tunnel, long since sealed off, lies beneath the more rule-abiding neighborhood of Jackson Square, where spiffy law firms, antiques dealers, and ad agencies make their money in the daylight hours.

The latest renovation of 560 Pacific, by the San Francisco-based practice Huntsman Architectural Group, is an understated bookend to the block's boisterous history. In January 2012 the creative branding agency Tolleson left a diminutive office a few blocks away and moved into the building's top floor, tripling their original space. Principal and creative director Steve Tolleson selected the address, whose airy interior is dominated by an exposed-timber roof structure, in part for its unvarnished atmosphere—a favorite quality of his former office, also in a wood-and-masonry building, which the Huntsman group had adapted in 1998. “Once you go into a brick-and-timber building, it becomes part of your culture,” says Tolleson. “There’s a warmth to it.”

Notably for the Bay Area, where “creative” is frequently conflated with “playful,” the Huntsman team makes the case for subtlety and restraint. When the architects began the project in the summer of 2011, they envisioned a quiet renovation that would call attention to the existing structure and would serve as an elegant backdrop to a few elements of color in the furnishings and artwork.

First, though, they had to rekindle the warmth of all that timber and brick. A prior renovation had hidden the natural finishes beneath layers of white paint. The owner-developer, Birmingham Development, set about restoring the shell while the Huntsman team began construction on an 11,000-square-foot office with a new loft level. Birmingham bead-blasted the wood and brick, added steel crossbracing for seismic support, and removed a central portion of the timber structure to make way for the new top floor. The architects extended the
TAKE IT OFF In San Francisco's former red-light district, the architects undressed the timber roof structure of a 1910 building, which had been painted entirely white. A row of white-lacquered custom millwork doors (above) pivot open to reveal the main conference room.
loft several feet beyond what Birmingham's original plan mandated to accommodate a private office upstairs for Steve Tolleson and a conference room underneath. A new skylit stair with a simple railing of steel and metal mesh connects the two levels.

The designers further carved up the ground floor by inserting walls to close off a video-editing suite, photography studio, and private meeting room, but they kept the timber visible throughout. Instead of adding dropped ceilings to conceal ductwork and messy remnants of the roof structure, they worked with Birmingham to route HVAC conduits away from visual focal points, and painted cluttered portions of the ceiling white. The goal, says Huntsman principal Bill Puetz, wasn’t to hide the building's guts but to incorporate them in a graceful way, while leaving the ceilings as high as possible.

In keeping with the raw look of the exposed timber, the architects opted for reclaimed barn wood for much of the flooring, as well as for a pair of double-height accent walls bracketing the conference room. "The concept was, 'What would have been here if it had never been torn out?'" says Puetz.

To boost the longevity of the design, the Huntsman team kept the finishes relatively quiet and concentrated the color and pizzazz in the furnishings, which can be changed at any point to freshen the interior. In the kitchen, green and blue molded-plastic Eames chairs pop against the white stone countertops and walnut cabinets. And at the office's entrance, a lounge with low-slung blue sofas and a library stocked with a color-coded rainbow of books plays off the conference room’s white-lacquered millwork doors. With a light touch, the architects have given the old dance hall-turned-warehouse a modern polish, even as they turned back the clock.

Lamar Anderson is a San Francisco-based writer and a contributing editor at RECORD.
credits

ARCHITECT (INTERIOR RENOVATION): Huntsman Architectural Group – Bill Puetz, principal in charge; Alison Woolf, project designer; Gregory Dumont, project architect; Elise Beaty, designer

ARCHITECT (EXTERIOR RENOVATION): Studio TMT – Christiaan Maarse, principal in charge

CONSULTANTS: Design Workshops (custom millwork and furnishings); Laura Guido-Clark Design (color, materials, finishes)

CLIENT: Tolleson

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Birmingham Development

SIZE: 11,000 square feet

COST: withheld

COMPLETION DATE: January 2012

SOURCES

FURNITURE: Coalesse; Herman Miller; Allsteel; Carl Hansen & Son

SURFACES: Benjamin Moore; Formica; Caesarstone; Restoration Timber; Puip Studio

LIGHTING: Lampa; Yode; BEGA; Tom Dixon; Bruck Lighting; Flos; Linear Lighting; Lutron (controls)
MIDAS TOUCH

On a tony new marina, a young duo crafts a glittering jewel box for a storied luxury retailer.

BY DAVID COHN

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOSÉ HEVIA

HOUSE OF MIRRORS Sat in a mall designed by Philippe Starck, the entire store is designed like a bright, transparent vitrine. Display cases are mounted on three freestanding golden volumes, which contain an office, a VIP room, and a display area.
For the Relojeria Alemana, a watch and jewelry boutique in Majorca's new Puerto Adriano marina, the Madrid-based studio OHLAB redefines the traditional jewelry store, dissolving barriers between inside and out, as well as between customers and sales staff, to create a gleaming glass-walled salon. Security concerns dictate the design of most jewelry stores—think of those on New York's Fifth Avenue or the Place Vendôme in Paris, with their small display windows set in heavy masonry facades. For the more relaxed and protected setting of the marina, OHLAB partners Jaime Oliver and Paloma Hernaiz have designed the entire space as a kind of vitrine, with bright lighting and mirrored golden surfaces that draw the eye.

To achieve this transparency, the architects concentrated opaque private spaces in three discrete volumes within the interior. These boxes support display cases and are wrapped in mirror-finished, golden-hued stainless steel, with curving joints that subtly distort reflections of the surroundings. Just outside the store, which is located in an open-air mall designed by Philippe Starck, low gold-hued walls (one wrapping a seating area, the other supporting signage) spill onto the mall's covered circulation galleries.

Instead of attending to customers from behind a display counter, salespeople greet them at the door or in the outdoor lounge and settle them into a seating area in the center of the store, or in the VIP room, which is housed in one of the golden containers and features a hidden bar. The other two volumes contain an area for special product displays and an office. The boxes are distributed along the three perimeter walls, and display cases wrap around their corners, with one side facing passersby and the other presenting wares to shoppers inside, an arrangement that allows easy access to items from panels inside each box.

The architects have illuminated the cases from above with continuous LEDs set in a sawtooth diffuser of white Corian, a system strong enough to cut through the powerful reflections that hit the glass at sunset. Air conditioning

GETTING THE EXCLUSIVE The VIP room (right), which occupies one of the golden boxes, is lined in blue-green suede, and communicates a cloistered feeling. The more open central seating area (visible in background) employs lighter hues, such as white leather for the Swan chairs and a pale handmade rug by Paola Lenti. The luminous stretched ceiling, backed by LED lights, is echoed by the white limestone floor (opposite, top and bottom). The architects designed a sawtooth Corian diffuser for the LED lighting that illuminates the display cases (opposite top), which are accessed from behind.
credits

ARCHITECT: OHLAB – Paloma Hernaiz, Jaime Oliver, Rebeca Lavin, Walter Brandt, Marta Diego, James Hull, project team
OWNER: Relojería Alemana
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Construcciones Torrens
SIZE: 1,100 square feet
COST: withheld

SOURCES
INTERIOR FINISHES: Resyrok Sistemas (backlit ceiling); The Inox in Color (golden stainless steel)
FURNISHINGS: Paola Lenti (exterior sofas and tables, carpet); Lema (VIP room table); Republic of Fritz Hansen (interior lounge coffee table and lamp); Knoll (VIP room Executive chairs)
LIGHTING: iGuzzini (downlights); JUNG (controls)
PLUMBING: Duravit; VOLA (faucets); Agape (washbasin)
returns are hidden in reveals above the boxes. All this careful detailing is the result of the architects' training in retail design, for firms such as Louis Vuitton, in New York, where the couple met before moving on to Beijing to work for OMA on the CCTV complex.

In contrast to the hard, machined surfaces of glass, steel, and stone, the inside seating area features a hand-woven rug by the Italian designer Paola Lenti, with Arne Jacobsen's Swan chairs upholstered in white leather, and a Jacobsen coffee table and floor lamp. The outdoor lounge, which the architects compare to the stern of a yacht, features Lenti's deep sofas upholstered in natural tones, while the VIP room is finished like the soft interior of a jewel case, with walls and ceiling lined in blue-green suede. The furniture here again is classic modern: Eero Saarinen's Executive chairs upholstered in gray-green velvet and Poul Henningsen's playful Snowball pendant lamp. With its range of materials and textures, the space offers a surprising variety of sensory environments, both inside the store's 1,100 square feet and out.

Founded in 1879, with three other stores on the island, the Relojeria Alemana has thrived selling luxury goods to tourists from places like Russia, the Middle East, and China—a trade that is one of the few bright spots in Spain's ailing economy. For the architects, who won the commission through a small competition organized by the client, the nature of the business caused a certain unease—Spain is, after all, best known for its public architecture, from cultural facilities to subsidized housing. Oliver recalls, "We started thinking about what the world of luxury means, and what commentary we could offer, almost on a social level. Luxury is a play of appearances in which things are not what they seem."

Oliver and Hernaiz sought an outlet for their ambivalence through the design of the golden volumes—which are not actually finished in gold, they feel compelled to point out—and the distorted reflections they create. "They appear to be deformed, when they are actually perfectly orthogonal," Oliver explains. "They reflect the surrounding marina as more golden than it actually is, if that were possible: more brilliant, glittering, shiny— and deformed. To take it to the limit, to the sublime."

As the art, music, and fashion worlds have demonstrated, consumer culture has a remarkable capacity to absorb critical rejection and spit it back as new product, and so it is no surprise that the Relojeria Alemana easily accommodates this mild rebuke. In fact, the rippling golden reflections are more effective in visual terms than pure surfaces would have been, touching on the allure and fascination we find in the glimmering facets of a gemstone, or the waves of the sea, or the imperfections of a beautifully crafted, centuries-old Japanese bowl. The young architects are now building a new boutique for the owners in Palma de Majorca, the capital of the Balearic archipelago, as well as consulting for Rolex; their future looks bright indeed.

ALL THAT GLITTERS Two of the golden volumes extend into the mall's wood-planked, covered circulation galleries (opposite, bottom). One bears the store's signage (in foreground) and the other forms an outdoor lounge (not visible). The boxes' mirror-finished surfaces subtly distort reflections of the surrounding marina (opposite, top) that are interrupted by the display cases wrapping the volumes.
A Belgian architect's solution for a wheelchair-bound client shows a keen sense of spatial relationships and materials with universal appeal.

BY TRACY METZ
PHOTOGRAPHY BY TIM VAN DE VELDE

It can be done: a wheelchair-friendly environment that in no way resembles the typical one. The Belgian firm C.T. Architects designed an accessible apartment for an accident victim in a small north-Belgium town, yet there is nothing about it that even hints at the owner's having a disability. And while many of the design solutions here were inspired by necessity, they would be just as apt—and welcome—in any urban microloft.

"Before the client's car accident, the family already owned a parking space on the ground floor of this building," explains architect Nick Ceulemans, principal in charge. "Then they bought the rest of the floor (used largely for storage) and commissioned me to convert the full 820 square feet into a living space. It was their specific wish that it not look at all like a dwelling for a physically challenged person."

The process of design and construction took one and a half years. The repurposing of the ground floor to make an accessible residence entailed changing the main entrance to create a ramp to the client's front door, a new communal entrance for the upstairs neighbors and—within the common hallway—a second entrance into the client's apartment for caregivers and other related professionals. Visitors using this door first enter a pantry cum wheelchair storage area, and from there they go into the kitchen.

Ceulemans and his design team organized the long, narrow apartment into a conventional succession of increasingly private spaces: living room and dining area, a central corridor—at a comfortable width for wheelchair passage—with an efficient kitchen on one side and the bathroom on the other, and then the bedroom/study in the rear. Daylight enters both from the windows facing the street in front and through the sliding glass doors that lead seamlessly out onto a small back terrace. A panel of translucent plastic slides across for privacy in the bedroom, while rough-sawn oak floors—covering a hydronic under-floor heating system—and white walls and ceilings throughout create a sense of unity and calm.

A model of efficiency, the kitchen, designed by the archi-
tects, would thrill any small-apartment dweller. Electrically height-adjustable, it features a countertop that shifts from a standard 37 inches to an accessible 28 inches from the floor and upper cabinets that lower to meet the counter, where the faucet can be pushed down flush with the sink. Shallow storage bins hidden under the cabinets pull down for quick access to things like herbs and coffee. This mobility provides a wheelchair-bound user with the ability to reach everything easily, and closes off the cooking area from view when desired.

For ambient illumination in the lengthy corridor, and to add a decorative touch, Ceulemans tucked a run of LED lighting into coves above the kitchen and doors—operable by remote to change the color and intensity. Then, he concealed the refrigerator, wall oven, housewares, and clothing storage behind sliding panels, made of the same wood as the floors, to minimize clutter. The architect says that sliding doors work better for the client, whose sense of balance suffered in the accident, than doors that swing open. The design team also carved deep grooves in the wooden panels instead of using doorknobs or handles, which can be difficult to grasp. They did add two cupboards, across from the cooktop and counter, whose doors do not slide, however, but rather pull out for easy access to stored foodstuffs.

In order to provide optimum functionality for the unit’s modest bathroom, the architect created two zones: one with the toilet and washbasin, the other with the shower and a washer/dryer. These are separated from each other by a large panel that rotates to close the laundry area off from view. In keeping with the minimalist aesthetic, he also reinforced the towel rack and hand-shower rod to make them reliable substitutes for the typical grab bars so often found in baths for the disabled or elderly.

As one of the firm’s disciplines includes product design, Ceulemans devised key pieces of furniture to comply with Belgian disability codes and to accommodate the client’s specific needs and preferences. For instance, he outfitted the dining table with built-in shelves at both ends and configured it so that it juts at an angle toward the kitchen—not just because it looks cool but because, by doing so, it complies with the maximum distance allowed between stove and table. He also created the flexible swing-arm wall lamp above the table, which was presented at this year’s Salone del Mobile in Milan. In the bedroom, the architect was responsible for a double-duty bed that is also a desk at its head; an adjacent wall of bookshelves; and a hybrid light fixture/electrical hub that swivels to illuminate both bed and work surface, as well as to provide outlets at a convenient height for the user.

Before starting a practice in 2009 with his wife and partner Liesbet Thewissen, an architect and urban planner, Ceulemans had worked for well-known firms in Amsterdam and London such as Wiel Arets, David Chipperfield, and Zaha Hadid. But his thoughtful and ingenious solutions for this compact apartment will probably do more than his résumé to establish a reputation—while providing his client with a unique living environment.
Art Gallery and Art Foundation Offices | Hong Kong | Shim-Sutcliffe Architects and dkstudio

EARNING ITS STRIPES
Inserting a precisely detailed retreat for art into a high-rise building in the middle of bustling Hong Kong required some extraordinary measures.

BY ARIC CHEN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY STUART WOODS

n a city like Hong Kong that's largely shaped by its density—where space is tight and often has to be improvised—you can wind up with surreal results. Outdoor escalators soar above streets and sidewalks. Pocket parks wedge themselves into the unlikeliest places.

And in the case of a recent gallery and office renovation by Shim-Sutcliffe Architects, the project involved workers' lowering millwork through windows from the roof of a 30-story building.

"We wanted full-height wooden fins [running inside the curtain wall of the main gallery] without any joint lines, and they wouldn't fit into the elevators," says principal Brigitte Shim, explaining the complicated construction. "It was amazing—like building a ship in a bottle."

Based in Toronto, Shim-Sutcliffe is known for its exacting attention to detail and spatial tectonics. But its assignment, in Hong Kong's busy Causeway Bay area, was to renovate a three-level interior in a 1980s office tower that didn't offer scope for much of either. The ceilings were low, the curtain wall unremarkable. Floor plates were crammed with elevators, fire stairs, and other service areas. The clients, a financial trader and his philanthropist wife, wanted the 48,400-square-foot space to be a fitting multi-use home for their trading firm, art foundation, and growing holdings of blue-chip contemporary art. "They wanted a place to show their collection," says Shim. "But the existing space wasn't very nice, so we were limited with what we could do."

You wouldn't think so, however, given how skillfully the architects mastered the constraints. On entering the 29th-floor reception area, one immediately encounters a "sense of scale and generosity," as Shim puts it. To introduce the limited but rich material palette and precise detailing seen throughout the project, Shim and her partner Howard Sutcliffe placed a custom bent-bronze desk atop flooring of wide American-walnut planks and used 1/8-inch reveals to make the gypsum walls seem to float within the bronze trim that frames them. To the right are trading offices and, to the left, a library, while head-on is an expansive abstract painting by Chan Kuochiang, an artist supported by the clients' foundation. "We wanted art to become part of the day-to-day experience of the space," says Shim, who collaborated on the project with Dmytriy Pereklita and Karen Mak of dkstudio, two former students of hers in Canada who are now based in Hong Kong.

To say art occupies a central place in the project is an understatement. Connecting all three levels, an existing internal stair—the core of the space—was transformed with one of artist Jim Lambie's signature striped vinyl-tape floor installations: in this case, in a bold pattern of black, white, gray, and metallic silver and gold. Shim and Sutcliffe didn't just provide a neutral background for the site-specific work but subtly augmented it by cladding the stairwell in

TAPE MEASURE Artist Jim Lambie created one of his vinyl-tape pieces on the floor of the gallery, which also includes pieces by Damien Hirst and Anish Kapoor. The 25-inch-deep wood fins along the curtain wall had to be lowered in from the roof, because they were too tall (nearly 10 feet) to get into the building's elevators.
QUIET LUXURY In the clients’ office, the architects mixed antique furniture with a ceiling made of American walnut and a bronze-clad storage wall (above). Lambie’s art piece continues from the gallery on the 30th floor down the stairs to the 28th floor (opposite). A white-oak balustrade and walls surfaced in bronze enhance the effect of the art.

Lambie’s installation continues on the 30th floor, where it flows without interruption into the project’s showcase space: an 880-square-foot gallery featuring works by Damien Hirst and Anish Kapoor. Here, too, the architects’ challenge was to work with the existing space, especially the span of flat, repetitive windows that runs along its length. Rather than fight the curtain wall, Shim and Sutcliffe accentuated it with 25-inch-deep white oak fins, which they placed at the mullions to project into the space. Besides heightening the rhythm and articulation of the space, the fins—which, with a seamless height of nearly 10 feet, were among the pieces that had to be lowered from the roof through the windows—give the effect of expanding the room by creating deep bays.

With their verticality, the fins also create the illusion of greater height. They appear to extend above the ceiling, for which Shim and Sutcliffe devised a continuous surface. “We wanted a ceiling that didn’t have smoke detectors, sprinklers, and so on; we wanted a totally clean plane,” says Shim. This plane also curves to accommodate a hidden LED system that evenly washes light onto the adjacent wall and artworks.

Such attentiveness to detail remains consistent throughout the project. On the 30th floor, for example, you see it in the clients’ office, with its American-walnut ceiling, bronze-clad storage wall, and antique furniture (including a massive fireplace that also had to be hoisted through the windows) and in the lounge area covered with Josef Frank-designed fabric. It continues down to the foundation and firm offices and a kitchen on the 28th floor.

Meanwhile, black-granite floors, curved white-oak paneling and custom bronze uplights fit together like pieces of a puzzle in the bathrooms. “We fitted them out like a boat,” says Shim, expanding on the ship-in-a-bottle metaphor. Elsewhere, diaphanous films were applied to windows to manipulate and blur some of the views to the outside. Great pains were taken to frame the views within the project. Overall, the interior is a rigorous composition of gaps, reveals, precision joinery, decisive lines, and meticulously finished materials, softened by the occasional curved element.

“We wanted to create a sensual experience, no matter what size the space,” says Shim. “It was about accepting what we couldn’t change and then elevating it a bit.”

credits
ARCHITECT: Shim-Sutcliffe
Architects – Brigitte Shim, Howard Sutcliffe, partners
EXECUTIVE ARCHITECT: dkstudio
– Dmytriy Perekhita, principal in charge; Karen Mak, project manager; Nathan Dykstra, Andrew Lau, project team
ENGINEERS: Siu Yin Wai & Associates (structural); Krueger Engineering (m/e)
AMBIENT LIGHTING: Eklipse Lighting
LIGHTING: Suzanne Powadowski
CLIENT: withheld at clients’ request
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Decca Cl Design
SIZE: 48,400 square feet
COST: withheld

SOURCES
WINDOWS: Sunbury HK
FROSTED ACRYLIC SHEETS: Acrylite
AMBIENT LIGHTING: Eklipse Architectural; Philips
DOWNLIGHTS: Nulux
Wall Fabrics | Auckland, New Zealand | Fearon Hay Architects

A CUT ABOVE
A crystal-clear intervention shows off the goods at the offices and warehouse of an international textile company. **BY JEREMY HANSEN**

**PHOTOGRAPHY BY JACKIE MEIRING**

Some conventions beg for a challenge. Case in point: a fabric warehouse in Auckland, New Zealand, where visitors stride up a concrete ramp from a street on the central city's light-industrial fringes. Passing through crystalline glass doors, they find themselves not in a dull reception area leading to anonymous offices, but among colorful bolts of gorgeous cloth—all while loading and deliveries carry on hectically around them. The architects responsible for this upending of typical warehouse hierarchy say hiding the fabrics from view was never an option. "A traditional office warehouse is highly divided," says Tim Hay, cofounder of Fearon Hay Architects, "but here there's a beautiful texture and visual scene. Why would you want to compromise that? It's lovely to be in this room and be able to survey the whole space." This embrace of openness instead of segregation at Wall Fabrics, a wholesaler of high-end fashion textiles, is bringing welcome benefits, according to the firm's owner, Roger Wall. "I think everyone's interested in this space, which changes things—everyone's attitude has lifted. It's a simpler place to work," he says.

The 1970s building, made of precast concrete slabs interspersed with steel-framed windows and topped with a gently pitched roof, was purchased almost two years ago for the company's combined warehouse and office. Wall told Hay and his co-designer, Jeff Fearon, that the 16,000-square-foot space, blessed with abundant daylight, needed to hold thousands of yards of fabric as well as provide shared facilities for the administrative staff and warehouse personnel. Customers visit the warehouse to inspect new stock, an ever-changing vista of color and pattern. At the same time, fabrics are dispatched from here to the company's Fabric Store retail outlets in New Zealand, Australia, and Los Angeles.

Determined to maintain the warehouse's sense of openness, Fearon and Hay opted for the most delicate separation of zones, an ethereal glass wall punctuated by rosewood-trimmed panels that pivot open. Some, with handles, serve as actual doors. This glass wall keeps warehouse noise out of the office yet maintains a strong visual connection. It appears to be weightless, supported by a blackened steel-plate transom hung from a beam and fastened to the office ceiling with a row of steel cables. "The wall feels like a suspended glass ribbon," Hay says. "The reflections break up the mass of it, and its doors are like gills that allow air to move."

The wall is topped with white plasterboard that rises to the ceiling on the warehouse side. The glass panels don't extend all the way along the interior, however. They pull up short of the building's edge to lend a greater sense of spaciousness to a shared kitchen and dining area, where Wall hosts Friday lunches for the whole staff. A self-confessed fanatic for mid-20th-century furniture and a sleuth at sniffing out a bargain, Wall has outfitted the offices with an arsenal of Eames furniture that he purchased cheaply over a decade ago from American Express, when the credit-card firm was moving its Auckland operations. He is also an enthusiastic art collector, displaying works by prominent New Zealand artists democratically throughout the warehouse and office zones. He pushed Fearon and Hay to add a solid suspended wall at the end of the office area for hanging art, but even this insertion emphasizes the porosity of the spaces, with the wall stopping short of the floor, connecting with it via a glass panel.
The architects established their firm 15 years ago and gained attention for designing modernist residences in isolated locations, such as the Shark Alley House on Great Barrier Island, a four-hour ferry journey from Auckland. More recently they have completed a slew of civic and commercial projects. One of them, the conversion of an abandoned century-old cinema in downtown Auckland into an office and restaurant complex, recently won the New Zealand Architecture Medal, the highest annual honor bestowed by the New Zealand Institute of Architects. Fearon and Hay were praised for their unfussy retention of many elements of the original building, and their work in the fabric warehouse reflects a similarly generous embrace of its innate character. Its unrefined concrete floor has been retained, and its ceiling beams remain exposed. Apart from the big gesture of the insertion of the glass wall, Fearon and Hay have made no significant changes to the structure.

The project did, however, include the design of one private office at the end of the warehouse, where Wall takes meetings and makes morning and evening phone calls to international associates. It’s a thoroughly pleasant but under-utilized room, as Wall prefers to spend his day among his staff and the many couriers, customers, and general visitors who bustle in and out each day. In Wall Fabrics’ new premises, the warehouse floor has turned out to be the boss’s favorite place.

Jeremy Hansen is the editor in chief of HOME, a residential architecture magazine based in Auckland, New Zealand.

OPEN HOUSE: The exposed beams and rough concrete floors (left and opposite) of the original structure remain intact, with the glass panels that divide the offices from the warehouse being Fearon Hay’s only major insertion. These pivoting doors (left and opposite) keep machinery noise out of the office area while maintaining a visual link between support and production spaces.

Jeremy Hansen is the editor in chief of HOME, a residential architecture magazine based in Auckland, New Zealand.
Mercato by Jean-Georges Vongerichten | Shanghai | Neri&Hu Design and Research Office

ASIAN FUSION

East meets West—and past meets present—at the top of a historic Shanghai building, where a rustic Italian restaurant treats diners to a seasonal menu, amidst layers of time and richly applied materials.

BY CLARE JACOBSON
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PEDRO PEGENAUTE
Enter Mercato and your first impression is its rawness. The rough concrete, weathered steel, and exposed ductwork might seem out of place in Shanghai, a city where fine-dining interiors tend to be blingy. Then again, it might seem less surprising for a restaurant with diverse international roots.

Located on the sixth floor of the city's colonial-era Three on the Bund building, the Italian-country restaurant is owned by the French-born, U.S.-based restaurateur Jean-Georges Vongerichten, a chef known for tailoring the mood of his dining rooms to suit the context of the food. It was designed by architects Lyndon Neri and Rosanna Hu, partners at the Shanghai firm Neri&Hu Design Research Office, a team that previously infused popular European and American aesthetics into such local establishments as Capo, Commune Social, and Table No. 1. According to Neri, Shanghai is becoming a vibrant, contemporary metropolis. Such a global city, it seems, requires a global look. And the "farm chic" touted in Mercato's press materials is one of the Western world's favorites [RECORD, July 2013]. "One could argue it's what everyone is doing," says Neri. "But the design is really a play on materials. It's not so much a stylistic thing."

The coarse materials are markedly different from the refined copper leaf and tigerwood used in Vongerichten's first Shanghai restaurant, two floors below Mercato. Designed by Michael Graves & Associates—for whom Neri was associate in charge for Asia projects—the Art Deco-inspired Jean-Georges was part of Graves's 2004 renovation of the seven-story 1916 former Union Assurance Company building. It caters to the same high-end clientele as the original three-Michelin-star Jean-Georges in Manhattan. The 10,800-square-foot Mercato aims for another clientele similar to that of the chef's ABC Kitchen, a more casual spot.
ARCHITECT: Neri&Hu Design and Research Office – Lyndon Neri, Rossana Hu, principals in charge; Briar Hickling, Mariarosa Doardo, Joy Qiao, Amy Hu, design team; Brian Lo, senior associate in charge; Yun Zhao, Xiaowen Chen, Jean-Phillipe Bonzon, product team; Christine Neri, associate in charge; Hao Zhou, Evelyn Chiu, Xiwei Ren, graphic team

CLIENT: House of Three in collaboration with Jean-Georges Vongerichten

SIZE: 10,800 square feet

COST: withheld

COMPLETION DATE: July 2012

SOURCES

FURNITURE: Neri&Hu Design and Research Office

CARPET: Tai Ping

LIGHTING: Roll & Hill

PLUMBING FIXTURES & FITTINGS: Toto (rest rooms)
SPACE STATIONS The main space recalls a street market, with a cocktail bar and pizza bar at its center—both encased in steel mesh and wire glass boxes with recycled wood canopies. A network of tube steel members, intertwined with exposed ductwork and form a system for hanging shelving and lighting. Glass and wood display cases (opposite) divide and define dining and lounge areas. Suspended glass bottles, jars, and flasks add layers of color and texture around windows and above the island seating; and technical drawings of old ship parts, painted on concrete walls, pay homage to Shanghai's history as a port.
in New York’s Flatiron District. "Mercato needed to be more casual, democratic, and open," explains Neri.

At Mercato, casualness appears in both the materials and the spatial organization. The framing of Three on the Bund—it is one of the first steel structures in Shanghai—allowed Neri&Hu to create a large, open dining area typical of a building from that period. They kept little of the décor of an existing restaurant—also designed by Graves, for chef David Laris—replacing the terrazzo floor with wood reclaimed from old houses in nearby Anhui Province. What they did maintain are the original circular window details and an atrium created by Graves in 2004.

The architects sought to evoke the marketplace of the restaurant’s name by inserting two islands, like market stalls, framed in steel and open to the dining room around them. Surrounded by stools, one is a cocktail bar, while the other dishes up pizzas and other specialties from a wood-fired brick oven. "Imagine you go to a market and these are the vendors," says Neri. Mercato does not operate like a market, however. There is typical table service, but the activity around the islands brings energy to the main space. There are also three private dining rooms, a necessity for conducting business in Shanghai.

Neri&Hu continued the market theme with custom furnishings and evocative props. Glass-and-wood display cases—containing vintage scales, binoculars, and rulers and topped with glassware, pots of herbs, and bowls of lemons—divide and define dining and lounge areas. Suspended glass bottles, jars, and flasks add layers of color and texture around windows and above the island seating; and technical drawings of old ship parts, painted on concrete walls, pay homage to Shanghai’s history as a port. According to Neri, the rugged architecture drove most of the product and graphic design. The one exception: comfortable mid-20th-century-style tables and seating, upholstered in black leather. "We have a distinct advantage within our practice because we do a lot of the product design," says Neri. "The client didn’t have the budget to buy proprietary pieces."

The richness of the deep, earthy browns and blacks allows the real highlight of Mercato—its perimeter wall of windows—to be the restaurant’s focal point. Framed by white travertine walls and a slice of white ceiling around the room’s perimeter, this fenestration allows Shanghai’s muted daylight and fanciful nightlights to filter in. More importantly, it offers some of the city’s best views of the Bund’s bright white historic buildings, the multicolor skyscrapers of the Lujiazui financial district, and the Huangpu River that runs between them. It is hard to compete with such an exquisite local scene, but the design of the globally inspired Mercato provides a luscious complement.
ELIMINATE WATER PENETRATION

Cracks, joint failure and ineffective waterproofing in foundations subject to hydrostatic pressure are major problems that result in leaking and concrete deterioration. Whether for new construction or structural rehabilitation, Xypex Crystalline Technology is a permanent and cost-effective solution. Worldwide, in both shallow and deep foundations, Xypex has proven to be highly successful in preventing infiltration even under extreme hydrostatic pressure.
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XYPLEX
INNOVATIVE GLASS TREADS WITH NO LAMINATION
TOTO wants you to know about every eye-opening way we’ve innovated the bathroom — from EcoPower® flush valves and faucets, to our SanaGloss glaze that helps your toilet stay cleaner, longer — but you don’t have to remember them all. Instead, just keep three little words in mind: People. Planet. Water. They tell you everything we care about and everything we stand for.
Small and large dwellings, from space-challenged New York City to mountainous La Quinta, California, exhibit clarity and restraint by using pared-down materials. Their designs create cohesion from kitchen to bath, and various rooms in between.

A UNIQUE SITE, wedged between the Atlantic Ocean and a freshwater pond on New York's Long Island, gave the Sagaponack House an opportunity to make the most of the scenic views. But the location also posed a challenge to the architects, since coastal and wetland zoning dictated a limited footprint for the property. Bates Masi Architects, of Sag Harbor, New York, viewed this commission as an exercise in reducing and carving out spaces from a solid mass to realize the clients' 7,500-square-foot vacation house.

The "carving" concept is repeated in the smallest detail, even within the house's various wet spaces. The children's bathrooms, for instance, feature skylit tub-and-shower combination rooms that resemble a series of boxes hollowed out from larger volumes. One of the main materials used throughout the house, solid surfacing, figures prominently in each of the sons' baths: tub surrounds chiseled with the kids' own names and nicknames; slotted drain floors; storage niches within the

**Sagaponack House** Sagaponack, NY

Architect Bates Masi

**BATH TIME** Pebble wall tiles in a child's bath (left) emphasize the interplay of light and shadow. They envelop a custom solid-surfacing tub surround carved with nicknames, as well as a slotted solid-surfacing drain floor in the adjacent shower area.
walls; and countertops with cutouts serving as towel holders. While some of these elements, such as the cubic volumes and planes of solid surfacing, appear again in the parents’ bathroom suite, one feature in the four children’s baths is singular—striking wall tiles faced with smooth stones. Not only do they convey depth from light hitting the surfaces, but they also add a note of understated whimsy. “It looks like some kid was stacking these up on the wall,” says principal Paul Masi. Still, the master bath has its own perks, such as his and hers steam showers and an outdoor tub.

In the house’s common areas, the architects juxtaposed layers of contrasting materials to emphasize the play of rectangular masses and voids. The kitchen’s breakfast bar/island is clad in oak, which is also used on the space’s ceiling, a 20-foot-wide divider wall, and custom dining tables in both the kitchen and a separate dining room. A contrasting solid-surface alcove in the front of the island accommodates pull-out stools. Masi continues the carving out process with a second, deeper recess at the island’s base to provide more leg room. Likewise, a stainless-steel niche visually cuts into white-lacquer cabinets to contain the range, sink, and pot filler. All other appliances are concealed behind the cabinet doors which, like their counterparts in the baths, have flush stainless steel-pulls rather than protruding hardware.

The art displayed on the kitchen’s oak divider wall depicts crushed soda cans, while on the other side actual beverages form the main attraction. Some 156 wine bottles rest on mesh-fabric in the wall’s integrated rack, gently lit by cold cathode tubes to create ambient lighting for the more formal dining room. “The repetition of the bottles and the label designs is beautiful, much like book spines in a library bookcase,” says Masi. Sheila Kim
credits
ARCHITECT: Bates Masi
Architects – Paul Masi, principal in charge; Harry Bates, principal;
Aaron Weil, project leader;
Satoshi Ohkami; Kerry Sandova
INTERIOR DESIGN
CONSULTANT: Victoria Pryor
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Wright & Co. Construction
SOURCES
MILLWORK: Molina Furnishings
WINDOWS AND GLAZING: Pilkington; Arcadia; Kawneer
SLIDING DOORS: Arcadia
PLUMBING: Jado Porcher (tubs); Lacava (bath fittings);
Grohe (kitchen fixtures);
Hansgrohe (kitchen fixtures)
POURED CONCRETE: Get Real Surfaces
WALL TILE: Ann Sacks (kids’ baths)
BATH GLASS: Westhampton Glass
INTERIOR LIGHTING: Element Lighting; Delta Lighting
PULLS: Gruppo Romi
FURNITURE: ABC Home (dining chairs); Unica Home (stools);
James Damato (dining tables)
SURFACES AND FINISHES:
Corian (solid surfacing); Tebbens Steel (backsplash); Benjamin Moore (paint)
FOCAL POINT Glossy white kitchen cabinets serve as a neutral backdrop for the client’s collection of vintage furniture, such as the early 1970s-era dining table by Vladimir Kagan (above). To introduce some color, Reddy created an ingenious modular bar—in a vibrant red—that glides in and out of the counter (above and opposite), extending the surface for serving and visually separating the kitchen when desired.

There’s a trick to living in small spaces, explains designer Suchi Reddy, who crafted her own 375-square-foot Greenwich Village apartment like a “little ship: everything is built in, everything is white, and everything has to be in its place.” So when former gallerist Sara Meltzer, a single mom with 8-year-old twins, asked Reddy to renovate her 2,400-square-foot Tribeca loft within a tight budget—and an even tighter time frame—the resourceful principal of Reddy made Design [Quick Take, page 62] used her own lifestyle as a guide.

Working with the existing floor plan—which included adequate mechanicals, electrical, and plumbing—Reddy focused on reproporioning the layout. She added room-dividing shelves in the bedrooms that blend with the unit’s bleached-wood floors, upgraded the master bath, and painted the entire apartment white—a quiet palette for the client’s eclectic mix of contemporary art and vintage 20th-century furnishings. She even revived a tired 30-square-foot powder room with a serviceable...
black mosaic floor by painting its badly patched ceiling in the same obsidian color and wrapping the walls in a playfully irreverent black-and-white "Sassy Toile" wall covering. The kitchen, however, needed a lot of work.

Open to the living room, "It was too small, and the refrigerator door was too big—it didn't open properly," recalls Reddy. And though the other appliances were usable, the island was so shallow and far from the range and sink that it wasn't functional, while stained-wood cabinets with frosted glass insets, a tiled backsplash, and dark counters looked messy and dated.

Mindful of budget, the designer maintained the same footprint and swapped the cabinetry for a glossy white IKEA line, increasing storage in the 154-square-foot kitchen with an expanded island. She installed a durable fused-glass counter and backsplash, then replaced the 36-inch refrigerator with a shallow double-door, freezer-drawer model surfaced with chalkboard for the kids' schedule.

To chime with her client's sense of graphic style and color, as well as to create a subtle division between the kitchen and living areas when she entertains, Reddy inserted a red-gloss laminate bar into the island counter that glides in and out on casters. Thick chopping blocks fill the gap when it's extended. This friendly barrier also keeps guests out of the prep area when the cook needs to concentrate.

The job was delivered in about six weeks, on budget. "There is nothing special," says Reddy. "It's just simple." Simplicity is often the best policy. Linda C. Lentz
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I T W A S a tall order for a petite Upper East Side apartment: the clients—a business executive and an artist—needed to dine, entertain, and relax with their four sons within the duplex’s 700-square-foot ground level. Furthermore, it was a first-time collaboration between architect Jeannette Menasce, who designed the entire residence, and Ana Sternberg, CEO of Bazzéo by NYLoft, a boutique cabinetry company. Despite these challenges, the two joined forces and transformed the Gracie Square maisonette kitchen into a sleek, shape-shifting space.

Having spent nearly a year imbuing the rest of the maisonette with economical sophistication, Menasce had clarity on the program needs. “The design intent was to merge the different functions and activities of the kitchen,” she explains. To unify the kitchen, dining room, and den, she relied on strong, horizontal lines and a spare color palette of high-gloss white, rich walnut, and subdued grays.

The island, custom-made by Bazzéo with reclaimed hardwood, is the kitchen’s centerpiece. While monolithic, its cleverly concealed base and dramatically chamfered countertop create the illusion of weightlessness. Along with obscuring appliances and storage, the island hides an inventive folded wing that converts the countertop into a dining table. Sternberg and Menasce enabled the storage system to become part of the room’s overall design. “We suggested using the walnut in the cabinet interiors, so when you open the doors, it forms a backdrop,” Sternberg explains. This simple method of revealing different materials alters the room’s atmosphere. “The space is constantly changing,” says Menasce. “Movement, in itself, is design.” Anna Fixsen

SHAPE-SHIFTER The custom island by Bazzéo is the centerpiece of the Gracie Square maisonette kitchen: the walnut top unfolds to rest on a small base that is easily stowed away in a lacquered cabinet below. The clients report that it once seated 17 guests. “It’s a lot of fun,” says Menasce. “That whole center island really comes alive.”

credits
ARCHITECT: Jeannette Menasce
ARCHITECT OF RECORD: RKTB Architects
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Structure Contracting

SOURCES
CABINETRY: Bazzéo by NYLoft
SOLID SURFACING: Caesarstone
APPLIANCES: Miele; Viking (range)
PLUMBING: Elkay (sink); Dornbracht (faucet)
FLOOR AND WALL T I LE: New York Stone
DOOR TRACK SYSTEM: Klein USA
LIGHTING: Flos (pendants); Contrast Lighting (downlights)
ONTO. A NEW FORM OF BATHROOM DESIGN.

Sanitaryware, bathroom furniture, bathtubs, shower trays, wellness products and accessories: Duravit has everything you need to make life in the bathroom a little more beautiful. New for the pro - pro.duravit.us. More info at Duravit USA, Inc., Phone 888-DURAVIT, info@us.duravit.com, www.duravit.us
In the master-bathroom suite, his bath (top) is one large shower room with drainage built into the terrazzo floor. The marble-topped oak vanity spans 12 feet in length. Her bath (above) features a freestanding egg-shaped tub with a rain shower just beside it. Glass pocket walls in both baths give way to outdoor terraces.

MADISONHOUSE, named for the Madison neighborhood of La Quinta, California, where it is located, could also be called “Open House” in terms of its design. And that is how the property’s dwellers wanted it. XTEN Architecture was given almost completely free rein to create a true outdoor-living home, with unobstructed views of the area’s mountains. After executing sun diagrams and desert-climate studies, the architects created a 10,650-square-foot house that features expanses of sliding and pivoting glass doors and walls in even the most private of spaces—the bathrooms.

There were, of course, a few programming mandates, such as separate his and hers baths in the second floor’s master-bedroom suite. The husband’s is like one giant shower, with a drain integrated into the room’s terrazzo floor. The wife’s has a similar shower, with a drain floor, but the room’s centerpiece is a sculptural, freestanding tub. Next to the shower in the husband’s bath, a full-height glass wall slides into a pocket frame, giving him direct access to an outdoor terrace that overlooks the house’s courtyard; the bath sliding wall for the wife opens onto a terrace that is exposed to a swimming pool below and a nearby golf course. The differences end there: both spaces feature white marble walls with custom chrome accents and marble-topped rift-cut-oak sink vanities. The medicine cabinets in each of the spaces have built-in lighting and television screens behind their mirrored fronts. Mechanized shades in the ceiling can be lowered to afford privacy in either bath, and the generous overhangs of the ground-level
floor's roof help shield the wife's tub from public view.

The concept of blurring the line between indoor and outdoor spaces weaves its way through the rest of the house, as does the restrained palette. In the kitchen and dining area, a massive, dark-oak cabinetry wall and an island, each approximately 30 feet in length, anchor the space. A lightly veined marble forms the countertop. The architects concealed the appliances within these pieces, with vertical refrigerator pulls the only conspicuous element.

Contrasting with these weighty units are the dining table and chandeliers. "There are so many other massive elements here," explains Austin Kelly, AIA, principal of XTEN. Using a 17-foot-long slab of sustainably harvested walnut, the architects customized a table Kelly had seen at a John Houshmand showroom, recessing the piece's glass-fin base into the top to enhance its floating appearance. They chose crystal-and-soldered-metal chandeliers for their softer, filigreed quality. "The lines also echo the contours of the palo verde tree, which we planted in the courtyard," says Kelly.

On the east elevation, glass doors pivot open to the courtyard, while the opposite side's glass walls slide away for easy access to the pool. "I was there when it was 110 degrees, but once everything was open, a great cross breeze coming down the valley made it feel like 80," says Kelly. "We designed the house to open to become this comfortable, natural thermal chimney." Sheila Kim

credits
ARCHITECT: XTEN Architecture
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: MAP Development
SOURCES
MILLWORK: APAL Distribution
GLAZING: Glassmasters
SLIDING DOORS: Fleetwood Doors & Windows
COUNTERTOPS: Herrera Marble

FLOORING: Marbella Flooring
KITCHEN: Dornbracht (faucets); Franke (sinks); Modulo Cucine (cabinetry); Miele (refrigerator); Viking (ovens, cooktops)
DINING FURNITURE: John Houshmand (table); Molteni (chairs); GGM Italy (stools)
CHANDELIERS: Brand van Egmond
BATH FIXTURES: Gessi (showers, faucets, mixers, tub filler); Agape (tub)
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Making Sense of the New LEED

The latest version of the widely adopted green building standard is set to debut in November with the most thorough overhaul since its inception. Here's what you need to know. By Nadav Malin

A REVAMPED LEED is launching later this year. The new rating system, referred to as LEED version 4, or v4 for short, has generated a lot of controversy in the design and construction industry, both from practitioners concerned about how different it is from the current LEED, and from product suppliers worried about new demands from their customers.

Mara Baum, director of sustainability for HOK’s healthcare practice, captures the mood well when she says, “It feels like too much change now, but that’s making up for not enough change in the last few years.” noting that many aspects of LEED hadn’t been modified since the launch of version 2.0 in 2000. “The old version was starting to feel stale,” Josh Radoff, principal with the consulting firm YR&G Sustainability, concurs.

There are important pieces that were missing from the rating system, according to Scot Horst, senior vice president for LEED at the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). In the realm of product ingredients, for example, “We still don’t know what it is we’re bringing into our space and exposing ourselves to when we do a green building,” he says. “It’s kind of a shameful thing.” A new ingredient-transparency credit to address this shortcoming has proved particularly controversial, raising the ire of some product manufacturers and their suppliers in the chemical industry.

Since it first launched in March of 2000, LEED has been through many incremental revisions. It expanded from one rating system, initially created for office buildings—LEED for New Construction and Major Renovations—into multiple rating systems for different building types, including schools and healthcare facilities. The most noteworthy changes were the addition of LEED for Existing Buildings (EB) and LEED for Commercial Interiors (CI) in 2004, and then an update that aligned all the rating systems around a consistent 100-point scale in 2009.

LEED EB, now called “LEED for Existing Buildings: Operations and Maintenance,” covers retrofits and ongoing operations but not major renovations. It now rivals the new-construction rating systems in market reach, with approximately 2,500 projects certified, comprising over one billion square feet. Unlike the new construction rating systems, which award points based on predicted energy and water efficiency, LEED EB rewards actual performance.

Short of making all projects wait for certification until they’ve demonstrated that they actually perform as predicted—which might discourage many owners from pursuing LEED—the USGBC is moving to strengthen the connection between aspiration and performance. For example, according to Radoff, unlike the old measurement and verification credit, the new advanced-energy-metering credit “reflects how operators use data, and gives people a better head start” at tracking their actual performance.

CHANGE AT LAST

The update was developed in accordance with the USGBC’s consensus process, which includes volunteer committees and “technical advisory groups” who draft changes, and multiple public-comment cycles that provide stakeholders—both USGBC members and nonmembers—the opportunity to weigh in.

LEED v4 was approved in July by 86 percent of the voting body, after three years of development and six public-comment periods.

For the previous release, LEED 2009, the USGBC determined that the market was still getting familiar with the rating system and wasn’t ready to accommodate major changes. The earlier update focused on point reallocations rather than the rating system’s content, and it required only two public-comment periods before the member ballot. But that restraint created enormous pent-up demand for changes, inside and outside the organization. There was much broader audience participation this time, says Chrissy Macken, USGBC’s assistant project manager for v4, both because LEED is now more widely used and because “it’s the first time that we’ve proposed changes to basically every prerequisite and credit.”

LEED v4, originally slated to launch in 2012, is now set for public release in November. That’s when project teams will be able to register and get access to online forms, reference guides, and other supporting materials. However, in response to concerns that some product- and materials-related measures in the new system are too far ahead of the market, USGBC took the unusual step of promising to keep LEED 2009—also known as LEED version 3—open until June 2015. For approximately a year and a half, teams will have the option of registering for either system.
**LEED Timeline**

Since its launch more than a decade ago, the rating system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) is created</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>LEED for New Construction (NC)—also known as LEED 1.0—launches with 12 test projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>LEED for Commercial Interiors (CI) and LEED for Existing Buildings (EB) pilot programs launch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>LEED projects certified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>First 100 LEED projects certified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>General Services Administration (GSA) requires LEED certification with a target of Silver for all capital building projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1,884 LEED projects registered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>3,271 LEED projects registered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>U.S. Army adopts LEED as its green building standard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The USGBC has already announced incentives for opting into the new system, such as waiving the application fee for the first project in each country to achieve Platinum—the highest possible LEED rating. There will probably be more such enticements as the USGBC tries to convince project teams to make the leap to v4, even while the more familiar LEED 2009 is still available.

"My hunch is that it will be a harder sell to use v4," says Radoff. The latest version raises the bar for energy performance and in other key areas, so "to earn the most points and get the highest level certification, 2009 will be the answer," he says. However, Radoff believes that updates in v4 make it a better tool for guidance on green strategies, so YR&G will be using it as a reference, along with other sources, even on projects that are seeking certification under LEED 2009.

**Waiting and Seeing**

"People will hold off on v4 for as long as possible," predicts Kirsten Ritchie, sustainable-design director at Gensler in San Francisco. Ritchie is especially concerned about the effort needed to update all the LEED documentation infrastructure that has been built into the construction process over the past decade.

Baum suggests reviewing both rating systems' checklists to see if there are particular aspects of the project that might better align with one or the other. But to go with v4, she warns, the client will have to be comfortable with uncharted territory. "We simply don't know how long it will take to document some of these new credits," she adds.

There are reasons an owner might opt to use LEED v4 despite the unknowns. "We have some clients who may be just game to move the ball forward," says Radoff. There are those clients seeking the prestige of being associated with the latest version. The market in general, however, is unlikely to value a v4 certification more highly than a LEED 2009 certification, according to Radoff.

The USGBC doesn't have a great track record when it comes to managing major version upgrades and new platforms—frequent software glitches and inconsistent guidance have complicated life for users. That may be enough to convince many project teams to take a wait-and-see approach, in the hope that most technical problems are resolved before the LEED 2009 option goes away. But this time, the USGBC has taken steps to achieve a smooth launch. The organization started much earlier in developing the supporting materials and systems, coordinated development of reference guides and submission forms so that they are better aligned, and has been testing these tools on about 100 actual projects since the spring of 2013, with the help of volunteer beta testers.

Through its certification arm, the Green Building Certification Institute, the USGBC has also taken much tighter control of the LEED review process over the past two years. They've hired dozens of experienced professionals to oversee reviews to try to avoid the inconsistency and quality problems that plagued LEED reviews when, starting in 2008, they were largely outsourced. Finally, the credit forms that teams fill out to document their compliance have been simplified and streamlined, according to Macken.
HAS EXPERIENCED EXPONENTIAL GROWTH

**THE BRASS TACKS**

Changes in this version are broad and deep. Along with myriad minor adjustments, there are fundamental modifications. In the Location and Transportation category, for example, the credit rewarding brownfield redevelopment has been expanded to address building in areas such as historic districts and federal enterprise zones. Also, to encourage bicycling, it’s no longer enough to provide a bike rack and showers; the project also has to show that it’s accessible via bike paths. Some changes are largely pedagogical: “stormwater management” was changed to “rainwater management” to better reflect the value of rain as a resource rather than as a problem to be drained away.

In some cases, seemingly minor changes have major implications. Just changing the referenced energy standard from the 2007 version of ASHRAE 90.1 to the 2010 version will make it more difficult to pursue LEED and reduce the number of energy points most projects earn. “The increment jump between the two is pretty significant,” says Radoff.

Among the entirely new elements of v4 is a credit for integrative process. This approach (also known as “integrated design”) is widely understood as key in creating high-performance buildings in a cost-effective way, but it has never been explicitly encouraged in LEED before. The new credit spells out the steps for identifying energy- and water-saving opportunities early, before designs are too developed. (A previous draft of the credit included a broader range of assessments, but it was simplified in response to public comments.) Early feedback on this new option has been positive.

More controversial, however, is the new focus in the Materials and Resources category on environmental life-cycle assessment (LCA). LCA is a method for measuring and gauging the impact of all the stages in the production of a product or building, from raw-material extraction through installation, or, in some cases, use and disposal. It has been employed for several decades as a product-development tool within corporations; more recently, it has emerged as a way to inform smart product choices in design and other realms.

LEED version 4 introduces LCA at two levels: the whole building and individual products. The whole-building LCA credit encourages use of LCA tools in the design of a building’s structure and shell to minimize the impact of the chosen materials. Ideally, this process invites the structural engineer into design decisions, just as energy modeling engages mechanical engineers in decisions about a building’s thermal characteristics.

Frances Yang, a structural engineer in the San Francisco office of Arup, likes the way this credit brings more parties to the design table early in the process, but notes that “the rules aren’t really clearly defined.” Nevertheless, “many of my structural engineering colleagues are looking at this and starting to experiment with it,” she says.

At the product level, v4 rewards projects for using materials that have an environmental product declaration (EPD), a third-party-validated LCA summary. While EPDs are a new thing in the U.S., they are well established in Europe, and many manufacturers are responding to LEED’s forthcoming mandate by developing them for their U.S. products. Given
the growing use of LEED internationally, Horst feels that it's important for the rating system to adopt EPDs. "LEED was more provincial before the introduction of v4," he says.

The Materials and Resources category also includes new credits that address how raw materials are extracted and potential health hazards in product ingredients. Both of these aspects of a building materials' impact are not captured well in LCA studies or their resulting EPDs.

The raw-materials extraction credit includes references to standards that are not yet widely used, so it may take some time before products are available that meet it (though there are other avenues for earning the credit that can be used in the meantime).

The product-ingredients credit seeks more transparency from suppliers and relies on relatively unproven standards, such as the Health Product Declaration (RECORD, January 2013, page 63; editor's note: the article's author is on the board of the organization that governs the Health Product Declaration Open Standard). Major chemical and manufacturing players challenged this credit: it demands transparency and targets certain substances that are in widespread use, such as brominated flame retardants. After failing to get the changes they sought, the American Chemistry Council and other organizations have attacked LEED, seeking, among other measures, to prevent the government from using the rating system. Whether they triumph is yet to be seen.

Some of the changes in v4 are intended to make better-performing buildings. Previous versions of the rating system have successfully created an entire industry for building commissioning—an intensive quality-assurance process that begins during design and continues through construction, occupancy, and operation. Commissioning is generally credited with improving how building systems work, and now v4 is expanding that scope by including an option to test the building envelope for air- and weather-tightness. This testing was initially proposed as a prerequisite, which would have made it a requirement for all LEED projects, but it was downgraded to an optional credit in response to cost concerns.

Ritchie is happy to see this new option in LEED. "In hot, humid climates, building-envelope commissioning should be standard prac-

Continuing Education
To earn one AIA learning unit (LU), including one hour of health, safety, and welfare (HSW) credit, complete the test online, at no charge, at architecturalrecord.com. Upon passing the test, you will receive a certificate of completion, and your credit will be automatically reported to the AIA. Additional information regarding credit-reporting and continuing-education requirements can be found online at ce.construction.com.

Learning Objectives
1 Outline new strategies incorporated into LEED v4, and explain how these strategies address limitations of earlier versions of the rating system.
2 Define "integrative process" and explain why such a process should result in a more energy- and water-efficient building.
3 Define the concept "life-cycle assessment" and explain how it applies to a building and its components.
4 Discuss those aspects of LEED v4 intended to encourage manufacturers to disclose product ingredients and explain why they have been particularly controversial.

AIA/CES Course #K1309A

FOR CEU CREDIT, READ "MAKING SENSE OF THE NEW LEED" AND TAKE THE QUIZ AT CE.CONSTRUCTION.COM, OR USE OUR FREE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD CONTINUING-EDUCATION APP, AVAILABLE IN THE ITUNES STORE.

tice," she says. Ritchie points to the benefits in controlling moisture penetration and protecting occupant health. "The challenge early on will be finding enough qualified providers," she adds.

Ritchie is also pleased that LEED has added an option that should encourage project teams to attend to acoustical qualities. LEED for Schools has included both a prerequisite and a credit for acoustics since its launch in 2008, in recognition of the critical role of classroom acoustics in learning. Some of that language has been incorporated into credits in the other LEED rating systems—a move that's likely to bring acousticians into the design process on more projects and raise the rating system's credentials for improving occupant health and well-being, Ritchie suggests.

THE FINAL SCORE
Despite concerns about some of the details, most LEED experts are pleased that v4 is finally becoming available. With the higher bar in key measures, LEED is retaining its leadership role, so it's still "a good way for clients to communicate their sustainability goals and achievements to a broader market," says Yang.

Radoff points out that LEED certification isn't a guarantee of a great space for building occupants: "You can design a lot of cubicles without access to operable windows or daylighting and still do OK in v4." But he acknowledges it wouldn't have been appropriate to make those elements mandatory for all projects. Ritchie, meanwhile, is concerned about too much change. "I wish we could have found a way to keep more of version 3, since we have good traction with that," she says.

LEED has been as successful as it's been for the past decade by walking a fine line between leading the construction industry into sustainability and not getting too far out in front. Only the market will tell if this new version maintains that balance.

Nadav Malin is president of Brattleboro, Vermont-based BuildingGreen, the publisher of Environmental Building News and LEEDuser.
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Outstanding Interior Solutions

CABLE RAILING SYSTEMS:
NAHB’s NEW AMERICAN HOME 2013

Per Blue Heron principal, Tyler Jones, "We selected cable railing throughout the project because of its modern lines and its ability to maintain the openness of an interior. Ultra-tec's Invisiware fittings hide inside the posts, achieving the clean, minimal look we wanted." Made of at least 65% recycled Type 316 Stainless Steel, Ultra-tec fittings are low maintenance, tamper-resistant, and proudly made in America. Your railing system will help your project qualify for LEED credits and will resist corrosion and rust the way only the highest grade stainless steel can. Airy, modern, and green, it's the railing choice for the 21st century.

While 3/16-inch cable is the standard for pedestrian cable railing, ¼-inch was used in the New American Home for aesthetic effect—a heavier look was desired. Hide-in-the-post end fittings guarantee a clean, minimal appearance. You only see the cable itself.

ARCHITECT / CONTRACTOR:
Blue Heron Design / Build

PRODUCTS USED:
• ¼-inch cable, Invisiware Receivers and Radius Ferrules

OTHER PROJECTS:
• LAX Tom Bradley International Terminal
• Levi's Stadium – New Home of the San Francisco 49ers
• New York City Ferry Terminal

Ultra-tec®
CABLE RAILING SYSTEMS
www.thecableconnection.com
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MARLON BLACKWELL, FAIA
Marlon Blackwell Architect, Fayetteville, Arkansas

ODILE DECOQ
Studio Odile DECOQ, Paris, France

ANNE FOUGERON, FAIA
Fougeron Architecture, San Francisco, CA

MARCIO KOGAN, HON. FAIA
studio MK27, Sao Paulo, Brazil

KENGO KUMA, HON. FAIA
Kengo Kuma and Associates, Tokyo, Japan

JOHN E. "JACK" MACALLISTER, FAIA
Cameron MacAllister Group, Tiburon, CA

THOM MAYNE, FAIA
Morphosis Architects, Culver City, CA / New York, NY

THOMAS PHIFER, FAIA
Thomas Phifer and Partners, New York, NY

MICHAEL SORKIN
Michael Sorkin Studio, New York, NY

JENNIFER YOOS, FAIA
VJAA, Minneapolis, MN

It's a retreat in the truest sense of the word. It's a chance to stop and think. It's an opportunity to hear from internationally recognized speakers, presenting inspired architecture. It's an exchange with your peers. All in a historic retreat setting.
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Outstanding Interior Solutions

ELDORADO STONE: EUROPEAN LEDGE PROFILE

Bring warmth, texture, and natural beauty to any wall surface. Transform the look and feel of any living environment with the perfect fusion of old-world stonework and modern design using European Ledge™ by Eldorado Stone. This modern interpretation of split-face travertine is assembled into tightly stacked ledge pieces with varying surface heights and lengths—resulting in a dramatically authentic effect. And because European Ledge is installed as a dry stack, no grouting is required, which means a faster, cleaner installation that can be completed in just a couple of days.

1.5-inch Precision-cut ledge stones, molded into 4.5-inch H x 24-inch L panels

Stair-stepped edge creates tight fit, eliminates unsightly vertical joints

Learn how to install European Ledge in their new video workshop, “Interior Transformations” which demonstrates a faster and cleaner interior installation process. Visit eldoradostone.com/install.

Color: Cottonwood | Profile: European Ledge

ELDORADO STONE
A HEADWATERS COMPANY
www.eldoradostone.com
Sculpting the Skyline

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Continuing Education Center

The article explores the architectural concepts and structural strategies behind Kuwait City's tallest building and discusses the construction methods used to build it.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. Explain the evolution of urban space use in Kuwait and related environmental conditions.
2. Describe the structural elements of the tower and its foundation.
3. Explain the structural and environmental challenges presented by the tower's location.
4. Describe the construction methods used to build the tower.

Credited: 1.0 CEES

Download free at iTunes. Sponsored by Armstrong
In this section, you'll find three compelling courses highlighting creative solutions for tomorrow's buildings—brought to you by industry leaders. Read the courses and then go to our Online Continuing Education Center at archrecord.com to take the tests free of charge in order to earn AIA/CES Learning Units (LUs).

### Design Is in the Details
**Ensuring durability in wood construction**
Sponsored by reThink Wood, American Wood Council, and US WoodWorks

**Credit:** 1 HSW, 1 GBCI CE Hour

![Photo: WG Clark Construction](image)

### Coordinating Services in the Complex Ceiling Plane
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Design Is in the Details
Ensuring durability in wood construction
Sponsored by reThink Wood, American Wood Council, and US WoodWorks | By Layne Evans

Architects specify wood for many reasons, including cost, ease and efficiency of construction, design versatility, and sustainability—as well as its beauty and the innate appeal of nature and natural materials. Innovative new technologies and building systems are also leading to the increased use of wood as a structural material, not only in houses, schools, and other traditional applications, but in larger, taller, and more visionary wood buildings. But even as the use of wood is expanding, one significant characteristic of wood buildings is often underestimated: their durability. Misperceptions still exist that buildings made of materials such as concrete or steel last longer than buildings made of wood. Although this connection between materials and building longevity is often assumed, it is not borne out in fact, as will be discussed in this course.

Examples of wood buildings that have stood for centuries exist all over the world, including the Horu-ji temple in Ikaruga, Japan, built in the eighth century, stave churches in Norway, the oldest remaining built in Urnes in 1150, and many more. Today, wood is being used in a wider range of buildings than would have been possible even 20 years ago. Glued laminated timber (glulam), cross laminated timber (CLT), and a variety of structural composite lumber products are enabling increased dimensional stability and strength, and greater long-span capabilities.

These innovations are leading to taller, highly innovative wood buildings. Examples include the eight-story Limnologen in Sweden, the nine-story Stadthaus in the UK, and the 10-story Forte in Australia, currently the world’s tallest modern residential wood building. Although durability is important in every structure, a long future takes on an additional dimension in iconic structures such as these.

As with any structural material, perhaps the most important single factor to a long and useful service life is effective design. Extensive research and documented experience have led to a number of proven strategies for ensuring that wood material reaches its full potential for longevity. This course outlines the informed design, specification, detailing, and quality control during construction, installation, and maintenance that are collectively key to achieving maximum durability in today’s wood construction.
When the Forté was completed in 2012, it was the world’s tallest residential wood building.

**DURABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY**

Durability is a key component of sustainability. Before making a large investment in a building, it is important to consider its environmental impacts versus realistic lifespan. For example, it has been suggested that concrete should be used for buildings because it can last 100 years. However, research indicates that there is actually no significant relationship between the material used for a building’s structural system and its service life. Rather, a study of buildings demolished between 2000 and 2003 in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area found that most were demolished because of changing land values, changing tastes and needs, and lack of maintenance of non-structural components. Only eight buildings (3.5 percent) were demolished because of structural failure. In fact, wood buildings in the study were typically the oldest; the majority were older than 75 years. In contrast, more than half the concrete buildings fell into the 26- to 50-year category, with only a third lasting more than half a century. Some 80 percent of the steel buildings demolished were less than 50 years old, and half were less than 25.

Overall, the fact that wood buildings had the longest lifespans shows that wood structural systems are fully capable of meeting a building’s longevity expectations; however, considering the embodied energy in demolished buildings and the implications of material disposal, the fact that wood is adaptable either through renovation or deconstruction and reuse is a significant advantage.

Many architects believe wood can add to a building’s longevity, and thus sustainability, not only because of its physical properties but because wood buildings tend to be valuable to their occupants for reasons related to aesthetics, comfort, acoustics, and innate positive human response to wood. Marc L’Italien, whose architecture firm EHDD often uses wood materials on its projects, puts it this way: “Whenever we can, we select materials with integral finish, both from a sustainability angle and because there is inherent beauty in well-detailed natural materials. This is one of the most overlooked aspects of sustainability. It’s not about the points. It’s about designing places where people want to be. The more they like their environments, the less likely these structures are to be demolished. A strong following and internal flexibility allow them to be repurposed when the users and owners change over time.”

Completed in 1915, the Many Glacier Hotel, located in Montana’s Glacier National Park, is still in use today.
Although wood structural systems are capable of meeting service life objectives, there are potential threats to longevity that must be considered, as there are with any material. Moisture is one of the most challenging and no material is immune. In steel-frame buildings, for example, warm, moist air can condense on the cold steel members, creating problems such as rust, corrosion, and mold on adjacent drywall. In concrete buildings, condensation can occur on cold surfaces, creating similar problems. In exterior applications, concrete can spall due to water seepage, rusting its steel reinforcing. Likewise, if masonry isn’t detailed for proper drainage and drying, spalling can result. In wood buildings, moisture may lead to decay, mold, and other issues. However, with proper detailing to prevent bulk water intrusion and moisture entrapment—i.e., to avoid excessive wetting and promote drying—these issues can be avoided.

For wood, an additional consideration is protection against insects. In some parts of the country where termites pose a significant problem, building codes require the use of preservative-treated wood or wood species that are naturally insect resistant.

Regardless of material, long-term durability starts with good design—including proper detailing, product selection, and quality control.

**Natural Moisture Levels in Wood**

Wood and water in natural balance are compatible. Wood tolerates high humidity and is capable of absorbing and releasing water vapor without compromising its structural integrity. This moisture buffering effect of wood is called hygroscopicity.

Although problems may arise when wood gets too wet for too long, wood buildings that are properly designed and constructed perform well in all types of climates. “All materials have challenges when it comes to moisture; however, when moisture is managed properly, wood buildings perform well even in the wettest parts of the country,” says Ethan Martin, P.E., regional director for WoodWorks in the Pacific Northwest.

Moisture content (MC) is a measure of how much water is in a piece of wood relative to the wood itself. It is expressed as a percentage calculated by dividing the weight of water in the wood by the weight of that wood if it were oven dry. For example, 100 percent MC signifies that a piece of lumber has the same amount of water, in weight, as it does wood.

Two important MC numbers to remember are 19 percent and 28 percent. A piece of wood is considered dry if it has an MC of 19 percent or less. Fiber saturation averages around 28 percent.

Fiber saturation is important because it is the point at which cell walls are holding...
For this project in the Pacific Northwest, protecting wood from moisture was a priority. The yellow exterior sheathing is mold-resistant drywall. It was used as an exterior substrate, onto which the weather-resistant barrier and cladding were attached.

as much water as they can. If more water is introduced, it will go to the cell cavity. Research by FP Innovations, a non-profit forest research center, has shown that, at a temperature of approximately 68°F, decay fungi can colonize kiln-dried wood products when the MC rises to a threshold of 26 percent. It's not the water per se that harms wood, but a consistently elevated moisture content that allows fungi to proliferate.

The fiber saturation point is also the limit for wood shrinkage. As the MC changes, wood shrinks or swells, but only according to the variation of water in the cell walls, not the cell cavity, meaning that wood only shrinks and swells when it changes moisture content below the point of fiber saturation, or 28 percent. Below 28 percent, wood expands as it absorbs moisture and contracts as it dries. Shrinkage and expansion is largest in the direction around the growth rings (tangential) and is also significant across growth rings (radial). Consequently, the width and depth of sawn lumber (e.g., across the depth of plates and band or rim joists) shrink the most. Shrinkage in the longitudinal direction, such as along the length of a wall stud, is much less significant.

These naturally occurring movements of wood are not problematic with proper design and construction, yet they are an important consideration for taller wood buildings of five stories or more. The rule of thumb is that, for every 4 percent change in MC below 28 percent, there is approximately 1 percent change in dimension across the growth rings (radial and tangential directions). This means that horizontal solid wood members of buildings, such as plates and joists, have the most effect on building movement. Engineered wood products are dryer from manufacturing and also usually have lower shrinkage coefficients when compared with lumber and solid wood timbers, but they may be more susceptible to water absorption.

Simple construction details, such as ensuring that materials are compatible and leaving gaps between sheathing panels and between floors in cladding, will accommodate shrinkage and swelling. Given an environment with consistent temperature and relative humidity, the moisture content of wood will stabilize—interior wood at 8-14 percent moisture content; outdoors at 12-18 percent depending on indoor and outdoor climates.

The shortest path to trouble-free use of wood in buildings is to begin with dry wood and then prevent excess moisture intrusion during construction and in building service. By starting with dry lumber, some of the shrinkage will have occurred prior to purchase as the MC drops from 28 percent to 19 percent or even lower. Meanwhile, preventing excessive wetting and allowing the wood to dry during construction will greatly reduce the potential for differential movement that may cause building serviceability and durability issues in a wood building. Dry lumber will be stamped with the letters S-DRY (surface-dry, meaning that the MC is 19 percent or lower when it is planed or surfaced to the standard lumber dimension) or KD (kiln-dried). Rough-cut lumber is generally dried and then planed. For kiln-dried softwood framing lumber, the MC is typically around 15 percent.

**Sources of Water & How to Control Them**

Moisture loads placed on a building must be accounted for and balanced in the building envelope design. The character of these loads is a function of the climate, surroundings, and type of building. Managing moisture in structural wood products is essential in order to control swelling and shrinkage and to prevent problems associated with pests and decay.

Potential exterior sources of moisture include rain (wind-driven rain in particular) and snow, as well as groundwater, adjacent irrigation systems, and outdoor air bringing in water vapor. Any design and construction features that may trap moisture and slow the wood’s drying should be avoided. Interior moisture sources include building occupants and their activities, poor detailing of the building envelope resulting in air leaks and plumbing failures, and poor ventilation and thermal design. A four-member family can generate up to 10 gallons of water vapor a day.

The primary objectives when addressing moisture loads are to keep water from entering the building envelope in the first place, and to balance the relative humidity of the indoor air within the building itself. Moisture management can be achieved by best-practice design details that protect wood-frame buildings and envelope assemblies against decay, using four lines of defense. None of these measures are perfect in themselves, but, in combination, they can create conditions where the risk of moisture problems is negligible. They are summarized as the 4 Ds:

**Deflection:** Rain deflection is critical in preventing bulk water from entering the building envelope, whether through wall or roof coverings, or openings such as doors and windows. Pitched roofs, overhangs, and flashing should be used to deflect water away from the structure. To minimize the effects of wind-driven rain, exterior wall coverings should be installed over a drainage plane. If water penetrates the exterior siding, the drainage plane is designed to direct water down the vertical surface to the outside via weep-holes, rather than allowing it to enter the wall cavity.

**Drainage:** For any water that penetrates the cladding, roof shingles, or other building envelope surfaces, a well-designed drainage path, such as the drainage cavity integrated in rainscreen walls and other drainable building envelope assemblies, will allow water in the

---

*Photo: University of Washington West Campus Student Housing, Mahlum Architects, courtesy of WG Clark Construction*
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*Educational Advertisement*
CONTROLLING MOISTURE: DEFLECTION CHECKLIST

Deflection is the first principle and main priority of water management. Some of the primary strategies that have proven effective at reducing the amount of rainwater on exterior walls include the following:

- Place the building so it is sheltered from prevailing winds by other buildings, trees, etc.
- Use a pitched roof where appropriate.
- Provide sizable roof overhangs and water collection systems at the roof perimeters.
- Provide architectural detailing including flashing and caulking to direct rainwater away from the building.
- Provide an approved drainage system around the foundation perimeter to accept roof water run-off.
- Install a weather barrier within the wall in an appropriate location and with vapor permeability appropriate for the climate and moisture management approach.
- Install permeable bulk vapor diffusion retarders on the exterior of walls and floors, including below a concrete slab or on top of the bare soil within a crawl space.
- Separate wood elements from moisture sources including soil and concrete, using impermeable membranes.

Cavity to flow down a water-resistant plane and then exit the building envelope.

**Drying**: Drying is the mechanism by which building envelope assemblies remove accumulated moisture by venting (air movement) and vapor diffusion. If, due to construction or maintenance errors, water penetrates the water-resistant membrane, the wood sheathing, studs, roof truss, and other wood elements in the building envelope can get wet. These elements must be allowed to dry. In properly designed building envelope assemblies, water will evaporate and the resulting vapor will go through the assembly’s outer layers, providing vapor permeability has been designed into the building envelope assemblies.

Exterior wall assemblies must be designed to allow sufficient drying both to the exterior and interior depending on the climate. The permeability of cladding, moisture barrier, vapor barrier, insulation (exterior insulation in particular), and interior finish materials will greatly affect the wall’s overall drying potential. Rainscreen cavities may also dry the wall and cladding if vented.

Experts caution that the drying ability of wall systems should not be relied on to compensate for serious flaws in other moisture management mechanisms, since only minimal amounts of water can be dissipated through drying. The bulk of the moisture protection in a wall stems from deflection and drainage.

**Durable materials**: Designers should not discount the value of preservative-treated wood or naturally decay-resistant wood for applications such as cladding, shingles, sill plates, and exposed timbers or glulam beams, where moisture tolerance is necessary or where termite infestation is likely. Approved durable or preservative-treated wood is usually recommended when location of the member in question cannot be maintained at a safe moisture content and when climatic or site conditions may not permit control of decay or termites by construction practices alone.

The role, characteristics, and availability of naturally durable and preservative-treated wood species are discussed later in this course.

See endnotes in the online version of this article.

Continues at ce.architecturalrecord.com
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The reThink Wood initiative is a coalition of interests representing North America’s wood products industry and related stakeholders. The coalition shares a passion for wood and the forests it comes from. Innovative new technologies and building systems have enabled longer wood spans, taller walls, and higher buildings, and continue to expand the possibilities for wood use in construction. www.rethinkwood.com

American Wood Council is the leading developer of engineering data, technology, and standards on structural wood products in the U.S. These tools are used widely by design professionals, building officials, and manufacturers of traditional and engineered wood products to ensure the safe and efficient design and use of wood structural components. www.awc.org

WoodWorks is an initiative of the Wood Products Council established to provide free one-on-one project support, education, and resources related to the design of non-residential and multifamily wood buildings. If you have a project that requires technical expertise in wood design, contact help@woodworks.org. www.woodworks.org
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Coordinating Services in the Complex Ceiling Plane

Good service coordination leads to better performance, aesthetics

Sponsored by Hunter Douglas Contract | By Chris Sullivan

Interiors are rarely considered as challenging or complex as base building elements, such as enclosures or circulation cores. Yet with its myriad uses, loads, penetrations, and performance expectations, the ceiling plane is unusually intricate. If it is carefully considered from a building project’s earliest phases, ceiling design and integration can be accomplished successfully. Yet too often, this is not the case; too frequently the many key decisions about ceilings are postponed or left for the trades to work out. The result is a ceiling that may not work as expected—and that doesn’t look as good as it could have.

An improved focus on the ceiling plane has begun to take hold in the architectural profession. The new approach benefits from more cohesive project coordination, on one hand, as well as the use of next-generation ceiling systems and components on the other. From the use of integrated project delivery (IPD) and building...
information modeling (BIM) to the application of new grids, supports, and frame-and-panel ceiling systems, these coordination methods treat the ceiling plane in a holistic way.

As with any building system requiring significant coordination, the project team must address the ceiling plane early in the project cycle. "Because ceilings serve so many purposes in modern construction in addition to acoustical control, there are many elements that must be coordinated with the selection and detailing of ceiling systems," according to David Kent Ballast, FAIA, NCIDQ, author of Interior Construction and Detailing for Designers and Architects.1

It should also be considered as a complex system, requiring an integrated design approach. There are four elements of an integrated design process, according to Mir M. Ali and Paul J. Armstrong of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's School of Architecture.2 Paraphrasing an approach espoused by the Rocky Mountain Institute, Ali and Armstrong offer advice that should apply to the ceiling plane as to any other complex assembly:

1. **Whole-systems thinking**, to exploit the interactions between elements and systems

2. **Front-loaded design**, where the team thinks through the design early to avoid losing opportunities for "low-cost, high-value changes" later in the process

3. **End-use, least-cost planning**, which means focusing on occupant needs rather than the equipment that meets those needs

4. **Teamwork**—pure and simple, collaborating on what’s needed and how to do it well.

"For the ceiling, which is a complex building plane, project teams are realizing that early coordination and integration of ceilings with various subsystems that penetrate it is a path toward reducing costs, shortening construction schedules, and eliminating errors," says Ko Kuperus, a general manager at Hunter Douglas Contract, a manufacturer of ceiling systems. "Awareness is half of the battle, and team coordination and use of high-value ceiling technologies take care of the rest."

**HISTORICAL VIEW OF THE CEILING**

According to Kuperus, the basic concept of the modern suspended ceiling—a continuous aesthetic plane with the key function of hiding building services routed through the interior—has changed little over the better part of a century. "Acoustic tiles were dropped into a metal grid, and the same is true today," he explains. "Yet over time we have added significant burdens to that tile-and-grid assembly, with more system types, more penetrations for security and audiovisual technologies, and a much broader range of HVAC and lighting systems."

A few of the advances have been particularly challenging. The use of the volume above the dropped ceiling as a plenum for ventilation return air, for example, demanded carefully engineered return openings across the ceiling plane. It also changed safety needs, as a fire reaching the plenum could potentially feed toxic smoke into the ventilation system, harming occupants throughout the building. Cables and wiring above the ceiling, for example, now require fire-resistant, low-smoke zero-halogen insulation.

Other specific prohibitions have been included in building codes to prevent fire and smoke development within the unseen plenum space. High-voltage electrical equipment has to be enclosed within metal conduit, raceways, and containers, for example, and electrical outlets can only be installed on ceiling tiles inside electrical boxes, with the sockets exposed to the interior below. With live voltage and lighting systems, performance during earthquakes is also a concern, and diagonal wire stays, compression posts, and seismic clips are now required in certain jurisdictions.

Yet there have been other developments increasing the complexity of the ceiling plane. "During the 1950s and 1960s, suspended
By 1961, the lighting researcher Murray L. Quin stated, "The ceiling plane of present-day buildings presents one of the most difficult product coordination areas in the building industry."

On top of that, by the 1970s, the ceiling plane came to be viewed as a critical component in building performance: In terms of light propagation, its surface reflectance could enhance both daylight and electrical lighting efficacy. With this, as well as its effectiveness as a membrane to contain conditioned air, the suspended ceiling became essential to energy efficiency. In addition, its acoustical properties were of tremendous value—it offered lots of surface area and could be porous and absorbent in nature, unlike the resilient floors and walls.

Yet the exposed ceiling face was hardly continuous or uniform. More services than ever before seemed to be poking out or otherwise interrupting the design surface. There were multiple grid designs, and even when grid openings were uniform, the profiles and bearing capacity of cross-members might vary. To some degree, that is still the case today, and the range of ceiling materials is vast, from wood and perforated metals to stretched fabric and translucent plastics. The systems offer varied techniques for integrating services into the exposed ceiling plane; demountable tiles have long been a feature, though some have been limited in size due to the sagging of soft materials such as cellulose or mineral board.

Simplified ceiling systems have also been introduced in recent years, and these have led to some abdication of responsibility and incomplete detailing. "Yet, whether mineral board and grid, specialized materials or metal ceilings, each ceiling type needs to be understood with respect to plenum uses, load bearings, and penetrations through the ceiling plane," says Kuperus. This goes for both new construction and interior retrofit projects—left as an afterthought, issues of service coordination arise that also impact aesthetics and long-term system maintenance.

The project design team needs to be vigilant and organized to avoid PM issues, he says. Many can also use new ceiling technologies that help integrate various building services and penetrations.

GETTING A HANDLE ON THE COMPLEX PLANE
In fact, one would be hard-pressed to argue with Quin's prescient assertion in 1961: "The ceiling plane is the most complex surface. So for construction project teams, the main challenge is to develop a method for successful integration of systems and components needed for the suspended ceiling."
This floating metal ceiling designed by HOK offers a plane for independently supported service devices. Specific elements are delivered through the ceiling panels.

**Function**
The first question is ceiling function, which comprises a number of key variables that should be catalogued and reviewed. First, consider how the plenum will be used: Will ventilation return air be unducted, and how much cabling will be accommodated? How frequently will the plenum space be accessed? Second, list the anticipated loads on the ceiling plane, including elements that are independently suspended or braced. Note critical loads, such as fire sprinklers, and whether the ceiling must meet seismic requirements. Third, list and indicate on schematic or DD drawings all anticipated penetrations of the ceiling plane.

**Type**
A second influence on the project approach is suspended ceiling system type. Will the team use a standard system—typically exposed tee grid members of 15/16 inch in flange width, with most openings of 2 feet square or 2 feet by 4 feet in shape—or will the choice be one of the many standard alternative systems available on the market? Will the design include metal, wood, or other specialty panels? Often the process begins as a simple material selection in the schematic design or design-development (DD) phase; in other cases, client requirements for the occupied spaces precede the choice of materials, which flow from those needs.

**Cooperation**
Ceiling coordination ideally begins with early-phase design reviews that include all of the key team members—architect, interior designer, MEP engineer, contractors, and key trades and suppliers. (Sounds like a big meeting? It should be; again, this is one of the most complex planes in the project.) Before or upon commencing the ceiling design review, the project manager or designer in charge should assign responsibility for various aspects of properly implementing the ceiling system and all associated services and penetrations.

Too often, coordination of the ceiling work begins in earnest somewhere around the shop drawing phase. By then, it’s too late to make those low-cost, high-value changes—errors have a large impact, and revisions become costly.

**Documentation**
The ceiling design review should also set the stage for creating proper and explicit construction documentation (CDs) that match the scope of ceiling coordination. Specifications, reflected ceiling plans, and key details will define not only how the assemblies and components are physically integrated; they should also call out (a) who supplies what, (b) who installs what, and (c) who pays for what.

**Communication**
Consultants, vendors, and key trades whose work impacts the ceiling plane should be aware of their critical involvement in a team-wide effort to achieve successful ceiling integration. Architects and IPD team leaders are best positioned to create this team atmosphere, although in practice it is often the ceiling supplier who does so by raising the issue of service delivery first—the tail wagging the proverbial dog. Yet neither the ceiling supplier nor the installer bear responsibility for all integration of the ceiling services. Many of the system supports, penetration assemblies, and trim components are “by others,” to use the parlance. Even when some design teams have cleverly assigned away all ceiling responsibility to a single party in the contract documents, the clauses rarely hold up under the pressures of the project.

See endnotes in the online version of this article.

Continues at ce.architecturalrecord.com

**Chris Sullivan** is principal of C.C. Sullivan, an integrated marketing communications agency focused on the architectural and construction markets. www.ccsullivan.com
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New advances in window research and technology are enabling the imagination and creativity of architects throughout the world. Architects are connecting building occupants to the environment through ever-larger window openings with thinner window mullions. Their designs provide views and access to natural daylight. As Ximena Rojas, marketing director at Panda Windows & Doors, explains: “In the fast-paced world we live in, people don’t have time to enjoy the outdoors anymore. If they have no time to spend outdoors, then the outdoors needs to be brought to their homes. Large window panel solutions do just that. They respond to the lifestyle of customers and bring the outdoors directly into their living areas. Large door or window openings create a sense of freshness and serenity that makes you feel like you are one with your natural surroundings.”

Innovations in window glass, coatings, and the framing systems that they are glazed into, have increased the energy efficiency of windows and curtain-wall systems. In addition, according to Dave Hewitt, vice president of sales and marketing for EFCO, a Pella Company, “daylighting without water intrusion, without draft, without excessive energy consumption, is important to name a few. This is why the pre-glazing of a window or curtain-wall unit is vital. Sunlight, yes, but more importantly comfort and performance in that sunlight are part of the successful use of daylight. Daylighting means nothing without performance.”

New windows, framing systems, and window coatings allow the architect to design larger glass openings, even when designing buildings that meet stringent green building certification programs. Architect Mark Maddalina, AIA, LEED AP, manager of sustainable design at SWBR Architects in Rochester, New York, sums it up when commenting on the

Skidmore Owings Merrill LLP designed the Burj Khalifa in Dubai, which at 2,650 feet is the world’s tallest building. More than 1.8 million square feet of high-performance low-E glass provides an anti-glare shield from the strong desert sun, and substantial solar protection to keep the interior from overheating.
This custom home in a remote town along the Pacific Coast in Mendocino County, California, designed by Mork-Ulne Design, uses large, energy-efficient windows to frame views.

windows used for the Rochester Institute of Technology Golisano Institute. Maddalina says, "The windows we used, with line voltage feed, essentially stops all heat transfer from windows into a room. Occupants comment that when the occupancy sensor goes on—any draft goes away. These windows are game changers. Manufacturers are on the verge of creating the 'perfect' window system—one that will provide access to daylight without sacrificing energy efficiency."

Along with new digital tools that allow the architect to evaluate heat loss and heat gain from all sides of a building, the architect has many choices for specifying the appropriate glass for a successful green project. According to Chris Dolan, director, Commercial Glass Marketing, Guardian Industries: "Architects may be interested in the many high-performance glazing products now available. There are new coating technologies that allow architects to help meet new energy codes, move toward net-zero requirements, and support LEED® and other stringent rating system requirements. It's important to consider climate zone, building orientation, and design intent for appearance when selecting the right glazing product." A review of some of these new initiatives will assist designers as they design for transparency and energy efficiency. From technology to research, there are many innovations in window design.

DYNAMIC GLASS: SUNGLASSES FOR YOUR BUILDING
Electrochromic glass is another energy-efficient technology that incorporates low-voltage current into window glazing. This product allows a window to "track the sun," changing the values of visible light transmittance (VLT) and solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) throughout the day. The conductors can be switched on or off through sensors automatically or manually by building occupants. These windows provide built-in sunshades for buildings and allow occupants greater control of glare or too much daylighting during their workday.

EXPLORING LOW-E WINDOW COATINGS AND VISION CLARITY
To meet the demand for a window that maximized transparency without causing increases in energy consumption and excessive heat gain, glass manufacturers introduced low-emissivity or low-E glass. Emissivity is the measure of the ability of a material to radiate energy. The lower the emissivity, the less heat is transferred through the glass. Low-E glass has a very thin coating applied to one or more surfaces of an insulated glass unit.

Not all low-E products are equal in performance and the manufacturing process—the type of coatings and the placement of coatings on the surfaces of a double or triple glass pane window can affect window performance. Two common low-E options are sputter coat, or soft coat glass, and pyrolytic, or hard coat glass. In comparisons of building
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The mission of the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) Golisano Institute for Sustainability is to undertake world-class education and research programs in sustainability, focusing on sustainable production, sustainable energy, sustainable mobility, and ecologically friendly information technology systems. The Institute’s instructions to architect SWBR Architects who designed this project in association with Design Architect FXFOWLE, was to provide an aggressively designed thermal envelope. The Institute required that the project provide significant energy savings for a building of this type—a particular challenge for a multi-story research building located in upstate New York. Given these goals, the team approached decision-making for the building envelope system with two overriding criteria: optimize energy performance and minimize energy demand.

The envelope utilized several curtain-wall systems. Its primary facade system features a thermally broken curtain wall and an array of high-performance glass types that reduce the possibility of thermal transfer. Given the size and complexity of the system, the products were utilized, or factory assembled into larger units of seven or eight glazed components each, prior to being installed in the field. This permitted improved quality control with limited field connections and limited installation time on site.

Tracking against a baseline energy model, the architectural team sought to provide no more than 40 percent vision glass on the envelope and to improve upon the thermal performance of all components. They evaluated parallel energy and cost models specific to the envelope. The selected spandrel glazing incorporates 4.5-inch thermal insulation. Daylighting glazing primarily utilizes an advanced, 3-inch-thick glass and translucent infill. The building’s vision glazing is primarily a glass with a heat-mirror film and krypton gas infill, which provided triple-pane performance within a 1-inch product. In addition to these high-performance products, a new and innovative glass was utilized in areas where occupants would be seated near the curtain wall. This double-paned window utilizes an electric current to charge and heat an invisible metal coating on the third surface. While it offers the appearance of standard vision glazing, it is designed to achieve a room-temperature set point, effectively eliminating the expected temperature differential and associated cold downdraft along a window, improving user comfort and eliminating the need for other perimeter heat systems in the project. Within the energy model, these were termed “perfect windows,” as they become “thermally opaque” when outdoor temperatures drop below 42 degrees. The heat provided is only within the cavity on the surface of the double-pane window, so the energy required to raise its temperature is generally low and the energy is more effectively applied than in conventional perimeter systems. Similar to the building lighting systems, these windows are also tied into room occupancy sensors.

The incorporation of this technology represents both RIT’s commitment to innovation and the Golisano Institute’s work in bringing environmentally smart and efficient technologies to market. SWBR architect Maddalena comments, “True innovation is not for the faint-of-heart. While the product has had its challenges, a relatively high failure rate upon initial installation and a high first cost, the project team recognizes that this technology is potentially game-changing and, as it reaches the mainstream, could represent the future of glazing technology.”

Given this array of products within the curtain-wall system, the team included air and water infiltration testing as part of the installation. The system passed with no measurable infiltration found. The project is seeking LEED® Platinum certification. The electronic power glass used on this project essentially stops all heat loss from the interior to exterior while heating the interior space of the building.

Prior to low-E coatings, tinted glass was used as a means of solar control. As technology advancements continue, low-E coated clear glass offers better insulating performance and solar control than tinted glass, along with potentially truer color transmission as expressed by the color rendering index (CRI). The CRI is a measure of color accuracy ranging from 1-100, with a rating of 100 representing the truest color transmission as it relates to natural daylight.

The evolution of glazings and glass performance has shown dramatic improvements in visible light transmission, U-values, SHGC, and shading coefficients. See the online version of this course for a chart that demonstrates the performance enhancements to a ¾-inch monolithic lite with the addition of high-performance coatings.

HIGH-TECH CALCULATORS GUIDE PERFORMANCE SELECTION

New web-based IG performance and building energy calculators that are capable of producing BIM content are now available to help architects guide performance selection. These powerful tools populate BIM content with manufacturer data for thermal and optical performance values for use in project-specific integrated mockups and building models. This digital tool creates highly detailed content representing the correct thickness and color of the inboard and outboard lites. Users can control the level of detail depending on the scale of the drawing and views on the computer. The generated report compares energy cost, utility consumption, and the financial payback of different glazing options. By simulating alternatives along with the cost of those alternatives, architects can clearly demonstrate to their clients the economic and performance advantages of choosing a higher-performance window even if it has higher initial costs.

In addition, a simple box energy model also assists the architects in “tuning” windows based on climate or on building orientation. A digital building energy calculator can easily model the nuances of selecting a different type of window for the north side of a building versus south, east, or west side. Based on the project location, the architect can select different types of coatings with similar visual appearance but different energy performance criteria to optimize each
How Guardian SunGuard made a 60-year-old feel young again.

With light.

Adding windows that let in light is one way to bring new life to an old building. That's why Proteus Group specified SunGuard SuperNeutral 68 on clear when they renovated a 60-year-old building for Hillshire Brands' new corporate headquarters in Chicago. With exceptional daylighting, SN 68 enhances the wide-open, collaborative environment that Hillshire management desired, while its low 0.38 solar heat gain coefficient keeps energy costs in check. What's more, SN 68 is bendable, allowing the building's corners to be made from glass as well. For performance data, project photos and other ways to Build With Light, visit SunGuardGlass.com. Or call 1-866-GuardSG (482-7374).
Too much uncontrolled daylight can cause glare and provide occupant discomfort. As Terry Zeimetz, AIA, CSI, CCPR of Pella Commercial, states: “It is important to understand how to control solar energy. Where is it going to be stopped, through exterior sunshades, on different panes of glass, inside the glass system with in-between blinds or shades or inside the building with some type of window treatments. The most effective strategy is to block solar energy before it enters the building. Second best is to stop it with between-the-glass blinds or shades before it gets past the inner piece of glass. The least effective way to stop heat gain is with room-side window treatments since the heat has already passed through the glass and must be dealt with.”

Sometimes the solution to adding interior sun controls can have the unintended consequences of causing health problems. As an example, the use of room-side curtains or blinds collect allergens on the surface materials. New research by the Department of Occupational and Environmental Health at The University of Iowa demonstrates the potential for designing window treatments that can improve health for allergy sufferers.

Researchers at the Vollum Institute for Advanced Biomedical Research, designed by Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architects LLP, studied the collection of allergens on window blinds. They documented results that demonstrated that windows with ordinary room-side blinds accumulated 200 times more of certain airborne allergens than some high-performance windows with between-the-glass blinds.

Between-the-glass window options reduce long-term maintenance costs and improve energy performance. Not only do blinds and shades between panes of glass make cleaning much easier; they eliminate the need for room-side window treatments that can be damaged through accidental or deliberate actions. Between-the-glass window options are just one of many ways to control glare with the added value of reducing long-term maintenance costs and improved energy performance.

Architects continue to be drawn to the need to create transparent structures—buildings that float on the landscape as if they were a part of the natural world. However, these human structures require a balance between visible clarity and energy savings. Buildings with vast expanses of glass have been hard to heat and cool. Recent data from the Environmental Protection Agency and statistics show that in the United States buildings account for 36 percent of total energy use, 65 percent of electricity consumption, and 30 percent of greenhouse gas emissions. Technology that improves energy and light transmission includes research on the effectiveness of different low-E glass, new dynamic coatings, and structural innovations to allow for larger windows.

The criteria for the U.S. Green Building Council LEED® EQc8.1 Daylight and Views requires that designers optimize building orientation and envelope design to provide access to daylight. The next step is to identify occupant behavior and the use of building spaces. Depending on that use, the designer will need to develop a strategy to control daylight. They also need to consider room configuration and window locations to maximize access to daylight. In many cases, interior windows can be added to "harvest" daylight into corridors and deeper areas of the building. There are many ways to develop a strategy for daylighting and the architect needs to integrate such strategies throughout the building. LEED® recommends that 75 percent of all occupants are provided with access to daylight.

See endnotes in the online version of this article.

Celeste Allen Novak, AIA, LEED AP, specializes in sustainable design and planning in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
The best thermal performance. Now with even greater possibilities.

EFCO's XTherm® line of high performance thermal products set a new standard for commercial window efficiency. And all the advantages of this innovative technology are available for curtain wall as well. Offering best-in-class U-factors, the XTherm line opens up a whole new world of design possibilities. View the thermal performance video at efcoexactly.com/xtherm. Only from EFCO. Exactly.

To learn more, call 1-800-221-4169 or visit efcocorp.com.

© 2013 EFCO Corporation
PRODUCT REVIEW
Ultimate Daylighting

Guardian Industries

Revolutionary Lift & Slide System
The all-new TS.13 Aluminum/Wood Clad Thermally Broken Lift & Slide features easy lift and slide functionality and incredible comfort. This model's added wood insulation guarantees structure interiors are warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer, and its isolated aluminum frame makes it strong and resistant to the harshest elements while drastically reducing the need for finish maintenance.

www.panda-windows.com  Circle 8

New Advanced Architectural Glass
Guardian's new advanced architectural glass, SunGuard Neutral 78/65, helps architects meet energy codes in heating-dominated climates with abundant daylighting. It has the highest visible light transmission of any SunGuard product, a high solar heat gain coefficient, and neutral color. Neutral 78/65 is available on clear or UltraWhite low-iron float glass.

www.sunguardglass.com  Circle 7

Panda Windows & Doors

Pella Commercial

New Factory-Applied Exterior Aluminum Trims
Pella now offers additional factory-applied exterior aluminum trims in custom or standard profiles for Pella® aluminum-clad wood windows and doors.
Bring the World Inside, Keep the Elements Out
With North America’s Leading
Handmade Thermally Broken
Lift and Slide Door Systems

Custom-made to inspire
any structure, any
climate, anywhere!
FutureTech Conference
Imagining Construction's Future

THE FUTURE IS COMING.
RESERVE YOUR PLACE.

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
- Big Data in Construction
- Measuring Future Opportunity & Success Based on Predictive Analytics for a Competitive Edge
- Automated Fabrication
- GeoDesign & Construction
- Blurring the Lines: Concurrent Design & Construction
- Imagining Construction's Future

FEATURED SPEAKERS

Robert P. Sanna, Executive Vice President & Director, Construction and Design Development
Forest City Ratner Companies

Michael McLaughlin, PE, Vice President, Engineering
Southland Industries

Cory L. Dippold, PE, LEED AP, Project Technologies Director
Hatch Mott MacDonald

William Kemp, Founder & Chief Executive Officer
Robotics in Space Construction

Jeffrey E. Dave, P.E., President
Dave Steel Company, Inc.

Dan Kierny, Director of Consulting & Knowledge
MWH Global, Inc.

Chris Moor, Director, Industry Initiatives
American Institute of Steel Construction

Marc Simmons, Partner
Front Inc.

Platinum Sponsors:

CMiC

Silver Sponsors:

bluebeam

EarthCam Network Technology

Gold Sponsor:

Supporting Sponsor:

#ENRTECH

Public ceremony and talk
Monday, September 30, 6:30–8 pm
at the National Building Museum.
Visit go.nbm.org/Scully
Cascade Coil Drapery's flexible round weave woven wire fabrics are catching the eyes of today's designers. With its versatility, unique texture, variety of colors, flexibility and durability, Cascade Coil Drapery is a long term solution for today's modern style. Designers and architects around the world are creatively using this material for a wide range of applications including lighting, partitions, window treatments, and other ornamental applications. Woven wire mesh offers many advantages over conventional drapery. Besides being durable, fireproof, and virtually maintenance-free, the material diffuses and enhances lighting without blocking views or ventilation. Save energy by reducing heat loss and gain using Cascade Coil's woven wire fabric for interior and exterior window applications. For over 25 years, Cascade Coil has offered round weave woven wire fabrics that have fueled the imagination of architects, designers and other creative people in the design community. Cascade Coil proudly manufactures their products in the USA and distributes them globally.

www.cascadecoil.com  1-800-999-2945

Nordic solid wood X-LAM panels provide the ideal construction solution for a number of reasons. Quick to put up and offering a load capacity comparable to concrete slabs, X-LAM can be used as floors, walls and roofs. Five times lighter than concrete, X-LAM offer greater freedom of design along with a natural lightness and warmth not found in other materials. This 100% renewable building encapsulated over 1500 pounds of carbon per cubic metre. Nordic X-LAM is THE construction solution of the future.

www.nordicewp.com  1-866-817-3418

Architectural Details, Inc. proudly presents Adley James Designer Series for Office, Home, or Commercial space

Featuring a wide variety of veneer, fabric, acrylic and crystal, for you to mix and match to best fit your needs.
LED, Fluorescent, incandescent available. UL/CUL

info@arch-details.com  425-822-1292  www.Arch-details.com
Pilkington MirroView™

Giving a new look to your television display and video screens, Pilkington MirroView™ looks like a normal mirror when the screen is turned 'off'. When the screen is turned 'on', the image shows through the mirror for an unobstructed view of the television display beneath. Ideal for commercial and residential applications, Pilkington MirroView™ gives displays a modern, transitional look.

For more information, please call 800.221.0444, email us at buildingproducts.pna@nsg.com, or visit www.pilkington.com/na

DORMA ACCESS SOLUTIONS

Enabling better buildings

DORMA is a market leader of innovative and inspiring designs and technologies for access solutions. DORMA features a design oriented portfolio of architectural door hardware, specialty hardware for glass door and wall applications, door automation systems, operable wall systems, and electronic access control systems.

For a 360° experience in access technology, visit the DORMA Design Center in NYC. | www.dorma.com
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GLASS FIREWALLS

Technical Glass Products
Pilkington Pyrostop® is a UL listed and labeled fire-rated and impact safety-rated glazing material that blocks radiant heat transfer.

Product Application:
- Volkswagen Manufacturing Plant, Chattanooga, TN
- NYFD Engine Co. 239 Firehouse, New York, NY
- The Morgan Library & Museum, New York, NY

Performance Data:
- Barrier to radiant and conductive heat transfer
- Fire ratings up to 2 hours

www.fireglass.com
800.426.0279 | Contact: sales@fireglass.com
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NOISE CONTROL PANELS

Eckel Industries, Inc.
- Attractive sound-absorbing Eckoustic® Functional Panels (EFPs) provide a quick, convenient method of reducing background noise and reverberation in rooms.

Product Application:
- High acoustic performance wall and ceiling panels for recreational, athletic, educational, religious, cultural, commercial, correctional, and institutional facilities
- Ideal for renovation projects and for new construction

Performance Data:
- Durable, graffiti- and fire-resistant; easy to install
- Available in virtually any color

www.eckelusa.com
617.491.3221 | Contact: eckel@eckelusa.com
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SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
Quezada, Inc. dba Quezada Architecture in Sausalito, CA. Perform plans, design, drawings. Master and LEED certificate req'd. Mail resume to Principal at 767 Bridgeway, 3C, Sausalito, CA 94965 or e-mail: cecilia@qa-us.com
WWW.SMPSCAREERCENTER.ORG
Find marketing/BD professionals with A/E/C experience. Call 800-292-7677, ext. 231

To view Architectural Record online visit: www.architecturerecord.com

INTERIOR FINISHES, FURNISHINGS

ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE CLADDING

East-Set Worldwide
- Ultra Hi-Performance Slenderwall is a 28 lb./sf award-winning architectural precast concrete and steelstud exterior panel system wind-load tested to 226mph.

Product Application:
- Bioinnovation Center, New Orleans, LA
- Hilton Gardens, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
- Westin Luxury Hotel, Virginia Beach, VA

Performance Data:
- Continuous closed-cell foam insulation and optional factory-installed windows
- H2Out Pressure Equalized Joint Rainscreen

www.slennderwall.com
800.547.4045 | Contact: Arthur Miles
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DOOR CANOPIES

Feeney, Inc. (Lightline®)
- Lightline® door canopy kits with acrylic visor panes, stainless steel support arms, integrated aluminum rain gutters, and patented Click-Lock installation feature.

Product Application:
- Residential, commercial, institutional, industrial
- Protects doorways, entrance areas, windows, and walkways

Performance Data:
- Variety of styles, sizes, and finishes
- Wind and load tested

www.feeneyst.com
800.888.2418 | Contact: Andrew Penny
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DOORS, WINDOWS

NOISE CONTROL PANELS

Eckel Industries, Inc.
- Attractive sound-absorbing Eckoustic® Functional Panels (EFPs) provide a quick, convenient method of reducing background noise and reverberation in rooms.

Product Application:
- High acoustic performance wall and ceiling panels for recreational, athletic, educational, religious, cultural, commercial, correctional, and institutional facilities
- Ideal for renovation projects and for new construction

Performance Data:
- Durable, graffiti- and fire-resistant; easy to install
- Available in virtually any color

www.eckelusa.com
617.491.3221 | Contact: eckel@eckelusa.com
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DOOR CANOPIES

Feeney, Inc. (Lightline®)
- Lightline® door canopy kits with acrylic visor panes, stainless steel support arms, integrated aluminum rain gutters, and patented Click-Lock installation feature.
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- H2Out Pressure Equalized Joint Rainscreen

www.slennderwall.com
800.547.4045 | Contact: Arthur Miles
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DOOR CANOPIES

Feeney, Inc. (Lightline®)
- Lightline® door canopy kits with acrylic visor panes, stainless steel support arms, integrated aluminum rain gutters, and patented Click-Lock installation feature.

Product Application:
- Residential, commercial, institutional, industrial
- Protects doorways, entrance areas, windows, and walkways

Performance Data:
- Variety of styles, sizes, and finishes
- Wind and load tested

www.feeneyst.com
800.888.2418 | Contact: Andrew Penny
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DOORS, WINDOWS

NOISE CONTROL PANELS

Eckel Industries, Inc.
- Attractive sound-absorbing Eckoustic® Functional Panels (EFPs) provide a quick, convenient method of reducing background noise and reverberation in rooms.

Product Application:
- High acoustic performance wall and ceiling panels for recreational, athletic, educational, religious, cultural, commercial, correctional, and institutional facilities
- Ideal for renovation projects and for new construction

Performance Data:
- Durable, graffiti- and fire-resistant; easy to install
- Available in virtually any color

www.eckelusa.com
617.491.3221 | Contact: eckel@eckelusa.com
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SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
Quezada, Inc. dba Quezada Architecture in Sausalito, CA. Perform plans, design, drawings. Master and LEED certificate req'd. Mail resume to Principal at 767 Bridgeway, 3C, Sausalito, CA 94965 or e-mail: cecilia@qa-us.com
WWW.SMPSCAREERCENTER.ORG
Find marketing/BD professionals with A/E/C experience. Call 800-292-7677, ext. 231

To view Architectural Record online visit: www.architecturerecord.com
New and Upcoming Exhibitions

The Glass House: A Chapel in a Cathedral of Nature
Coral Gables, Florida
September 6–October 20, 2013
This exhibition at the Coral Gables Museum will be dedicated to the iconic Philip Johnson Glass House. The exhibit, organized in part by Johnson’s biographer, will feature construction plans, documentary videos, over a dozen large-scale color photographs by photographer Robin Hill, and a model by artist Rirkrit Tiravanija. For more information, visit coralgablesmuseum.org.

What’s the Matter?
New York City
September 17–November 1, 2013
What’s the Matter? illustrates and investigates how different generations of designers have incorporated raw materials into furniture design. Architect Kulapat Yantrasast selected iconic objects from R 20th Century’s archive and contemporary designs for the show. At R 20th Century. For more information, visit r20thcentury.com.

Nakashima Woodworkers: An Evolving Legacy
Philadelphia
September 20–November 2, 2013
Mira Nakashima, daughter of legendary furniture designer George Nakashima, and a team of woodworkers have created a new body of work that reflects the heritage of her father’s handcrafted furniture. This exhibition at the Moderne Gallery in Philadelphia will display more than two dozen pieces of original furniture from the Nakashima Woodworkers’ workshop. For information, visit modernegallery.com.

Practical Utopias
New York City
October 1, 2013–January 18, 2014
Over the past 20 years, the pace and scale of urbanization in Asia has been unprecedented. Practical Utopias: Global Urbanism in Hong Kong, Seoul, Shanghai, Singapore and Tokyo explores new cities built outside, adjacent to, and even within old cities. These new cities within cities serve as focal points for future visions and global ambitions. At the Center for Architecture. For more information, visit aiany.org.

Ongoing Exhibitions

After Katrina
Boston
Through September 15, 2013
In the eight years since Hurricane Katrina, faculty, students, and alumni from MIT’s Department of Urban Studies and Planning and the School of Architecture and Planning have worked with a number of organizations in New Orleans and on the Gulf Coast on a multitude of issues. This exhibit at the MIT Compton Gallery commemorates MIT’s efforts in New Orleans. For more information, visit arts.mit.edu.

A New Sculpturalism: Contemporary Architecture from Southern California
Los Angeles
Through September 16, 2013
The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, presents a scholarly examination of the radical forms that have become prolific in Southern California architecture during the past 25 years. The exhibition aims to
rethink how museums display architecture, allowing visitors to experience it through full-scale maquettes and full-size built structures. The show includes works by 38 architectural firms based in Los Angeles, including Gehry Partners, Morphosis Architects, and XTEN Architecture. For more information, visit moca.org.

James Turrell: The Light Inside
Houston
Through September 22, 2013
Concentrating on the extraordinary collection at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston (MFAH), of work by artist James Turrell, this presentation makes many of the artist's installations accessible to the public for the first time. At the conceptual core of the exhibition is The Light Inside, a permanent work at the MFAH in the underground Wilson Tunnel. Also included is Vertical Vintage, a dozen light-based installations that allow visitors to test the limits of their perception, study the play of illusion, and witness how light shapes space. For more information, visit mfah.org/exhibitions.

James Turrell
New York City
Through September 25, 2013
James Turrell's first exhibition in a New York museum since 1980 focuses on the artist's explorations of perception, light, color, and space, with a special focus on the role of site-specificity in his practice. At its core is Aten Reign (2013), a major new project that recasts the Guggenheim rotunda as a volume filled with shifting artificial and natural light. For more information, visit guggenheim.org.

Energy: Oil and Post-oil Architecture and Grids
Rome
Through September 29, 2013
More than 80 drawings and projects, three photographers, and seven architects demonstrate the relationship between architecture and energy at this MAXXI exhibition. Energy explores new architectural ideas and new research pertaining to power grids and efficient distribution of energy. For more information, visit fondazionemaxxi.it.

Ice Lab: New Architecture and Science in Antarctica
Glasgow
Through October 2, 2013
From the newly opened British Antarctic Survey's Halley VI Research station to the speculative Iceberg Living Station, Ice Lab gives visitors a unique view of the architecture in the coldest, windiest, and most isolated place on earth. The first exhibition of its kind, Ice Lab features architectural drawings, models, photographs, and films to give visitors a sense of what it takes to live and work in Antarctica. At Architecture and Design Scotland. For more information, visit ads.org.uk.

NOMADIC FURNITURE 3.0: New Liberated Living?
Vienna
Through October 6, 2013
Hardly a single area of everyday life and material culture has not been swept up in the do-it-yourself (DIY) revolution. This is the first exhibition to examine the intersection of the DIY movement with furniture design in a historical context. At the MAK Exhibition Hall. For more information, visit mak.at.

---

DI Skyline Design

Interior and exterior decorative glass experts.
Visit our new Chicago showroom,
Merchandise Mart Suite 1060.

View case study at skydesign.com.

Made in Chicago / skydesign.com / 888-278-4660
Never Built: Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Through October 13, 2013
Held at the A+D Museum, Never Built: Los Angeles explores a "what if" version of Los Angeles through a compendium of urban projects that never made it past the drawing board. In words, drawings, models, videos, and other media, this exhibition examines the visionary works that had the greatest potential to reshape Los Angeles. For more information, visit aplusd.org.

Archaeology of the Digital
Montreal
Through October 13, 2013
This exhibition at the Canadian Centre for Architecture explores the genesis of digital tools for design conceptualization, visualization, and production at the end of the 1980s and beginning of the 1990s. Featuring the work of Frank Gehry, Peter Eisenman, Shohei Yoh, and Chuck Hoberman, Archaeology of the Digital highlights the intersection of computer science, architecture, and engineering in the experiments by these featured architects. For more information, visit cca.qc.ca.

In Reverse
Holon, Israel
Through October 19, 2013
In Reverse highlights a selection of metalwork by internationally renowned artist, designer, and architect Ron Arad. Held at the Design Museum Holon, which Arad’s firm built three years ago, the exhibition displays Arad’s work from the past three decades, from chairs to sculptural pieces. For more information, visit dmh.org.il.

Unbuilt San Francisco
San Francisco
Through October 25, 2013
Unbuilt is an opportunity to view visions for the San Francisco Bay Area that never came to pass. Featured projects include early designs for the San Francisco City Hall and other landmarks; neighborhood plans; and works that address challenges such as sea-level rise. Panel discussions and lectures also accompany the show. At AIA San Francisco. For more information, visit archandcity.org.

Cut 'n' Paste: From Architectural Assemblage to Collage City
New York City
Through December 1, 2013
This installation at the Museum of Modern Art revisits early uses of collage to trace its evolution as a technique central to architectural representation. Opening with the digital collages that dominate contemporary architectural practice, Cut 'n' Paste pairs early photo-collages of Mies van der Rohe with avant-garde experiments in photomontage, graphic design, and film. For information, visit moma.org.

James Turrell: A Retrospective
Los Angeles
Through April 6, 2014
This Los Angeles County Museum of Art retrospective explores nearly 50 years in the career of James Turrell, a key artist in the Southern California Light and Space movement of the 1960s and '70s. The exhibition includes early geometric light projections, prints and drawings, installations exploring sensory deprivation and seemingly unmodulated fields of colored light, and recent work with holograms. For more information, visit lacma.org.
Lectures, Conferences, and Symposia

World Interiors Meeting 2013
Amsterdam
September 5-7, 2013
The World Interiors Meeting 2013 is the first international conference focusing specifically on interior design and architecture. Organized by and for interior professionals, the congress will offer panel-discussion topics that include sustainability, culture, education, and design’s role in society. For information, visit meeting.inamsterdam.org.

International Urban Design Conference
Sydney
September 9–11, 2013
Australia’s cities face long-term challenges: achieving greater productivity, affordable and accessible housing, efficient public transportation, safe community spaces, services for a growing and aging population, and facing the implications of climate change. This conference, held at the Novotel Sydney Olympic Park, is dedicated to the theme of "UrbanAgInation." For information, visit urbandesignaustralia.com.au.

TED City 2.0
New York City
September 20, 2013
Themed “Dream me. Build me. Make me real,” TED City 2.0 will feature stories of urban ingenuity from across the globe to discuss the future of the world’s cities. Co-curated and cohosted by Chris Anderson, John Cary, and Courtney Martin, the daylong symposium will feature a mix of over 20 speakers, including policymakers, writers, artists, officials, and activists. At the TimesCenter. For more information, visit ted.com.

Monterey Design Conference 2013
Pacific Grove, California
September 27–29, 2013
This biennial conference, hosted by the American Institute of Architects, California Council (AIA CC), invites designers and architects to attend three days of lectures by international prizewinning architects including Marlon Blackwell, Odile Decq, Tom Phifer, Kengo Kuma, Marcio Kogan, and Anne Fougeron. In addition to speaker presentations, the program, held at the Asilomar Conference Center, will include social events, an exhibitor marketplace, tours, and opportunities for fulfilling AIA continuing-education credits. For more information, visit aiacc.org/mdc.

World Architecture Festival 2013
Singapore
October 2-4, 2013
The World Architecture Festival (WAF) is the largest festival and live awards program for the global architecture community. WAF 2013 will be a design-led experience, with opportunities to hear from some of the world’s best-known architects and from talented young practices establishing themselves on the global stage. Keynote speakers include Sou Fujimoto, Charles Jencks, and Dietmar Eberle. At Marina Bay Sands Resort. For more information, visit worldarchitecturefestival.com.

2013 Urban Land Institute (ULI)
Annual Fall Meeting
Chicago
November 5-8, 2013
Many cities in the United States and around the world are facing dramatic population and demographic shifts and increasing concerns
related to climate change. Held at the McCormick Place Convention Center, the meeting will cover a broad range of urban issues that are critical for creating and maintaining healthy communities. Attendees will meet internationally renowned land-use experts and have a chance to watch investors evaluate real project proposals in front of an audience. For more information, visit uli.org.

HABITechno International Seminar
Bandung, Indonesia
November 11, 2013
The HABITechno International Seminar, the first of its kind, focuses on innovation in housing and settlement technology. Keynote speakers are experts in public policy and include Djoko Kirmanto (Minister of Public Works, Indonesia), Prof. Robert Marans (Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan), and Bruno Dercon (Housing Policy Advisor for UN Habitat). At the Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB). For more information, visit habitechno.info.

2014 International Roofing Expo
Las Vegas
February 26–28, 2014
The International Roofing Expo brings all segments of the roofing-construction and roof-maintenance industry together for three days of face-to-face interaction, product review, education, and networking. The show will feature 450 exhibiting companies in 1,000 booths and draw 9,000 participants. At the Mandalay Bay Convention Center. For more information, visit theroofingexpo.com.

Competitions

4th International Holcim Awards
Submission deadline: March 24, 2014
This competition, sponsored by the Swiss-based Holcim Foundation for Sustainable Construction, is offering a total of $2 million in prize money for leading projects that contribute to sustainability among architecture, building, civil engineering, and landscape and urban design. The competition is open to architects, planners, engineers, project owners, builders, and construction firms. Projects must have reached an advanced stage of design and have a high probability of execution. For more information, visit holcimfoundation.org/awards.

E-mail information two months in advance to recordevents@mcgraw-hill.com.
The editors of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD are currently accepting submissions for the 2013 Record Products competition. Manufacturers and designers are welcome to submit new building products and furnishings for the December issue, which will present the best and most innovative offerings available to architects, specifiers, and designers in 2013. Winning entries will be featured in the December 2013 issue.

For more details and to enter online, visit wizehive.com/apps/recordproducts2013. E-mail questions to ARCallForEntries@mhfi.com. (Please indicate Record Products as the subject of the e-mail.) Submissions are due September 6, 2013.
A median strip along busy Speer Boulevard in downtown Denver is an unlikely place to find an enigmatic tower of latticed wood. But as part of *Draft Urbanism*, one of several exhibitions in the Mile High City's art festival the Biennial of the Americas, this delicate timber structure proves that an unremarkable setting can be the perfect counterpoint to architecture with a bit of drama. The "Mine Pavilion," designed by Chilean firm Pezo Von Ellrichshausen, takes its form—and name—from the wooden gold-mining structures that once stood on its site. Though the 50-foot-tall, 9-foot-wide pavilion rests atop a base counterweighted by dozens of heavy boulders, its interior seems surprisingly lightweight, says Sofia von Ellrichshausen, cofounder with Mauricio Pezo of their eponymous firm. Visitors can walk in and around the space for a bit of respite and a pause for reflection, she adds, "We wanted to create a place where you can have a human moment in the midst of all this traffic." Asad Sykett
The New Marks of Leadership

The most trusted name in safety is making its mark on sustainability. UL Environment certifications, like GREENGUARD and ECOLOGO®, provide differentiation in the marketplace and third-party verification that a product is healthier and more sustainable. And, with a wide variety of science-backed standards, UL can give your products a clear competitive edge. Recognizable certifications, new marks, greater confidence.

ul.com/environment
888.485.4733
Daylight autonomy made possible by Lutron

Using Lutron Hyperion® shading solutions can save up to 1.6 kWh/ft² per year of lighting energy.*

**Manual shades** provide a useful daylight zone up to only **10 ft.**

Manual shades are rarely adjusted and usually misaligned.

**Lutron shading solutions** extend the useful daylight zone up to **20 ft.**

Sensor adjusts automated shades according to daylight conditions.
Maximizes useful daylight entering a space, reducing electric light usage.

Wireless window sensor (discreet mullion mount)

See how it works: www.lutron.com/daylightautonomy
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